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that every one here will enjoy him-

EIGHT THOUSAND VISITORS

GO

BUS SIS BOLD

self.

"I only regret the fact that Important matters of Interest to the people
of New Mexico will compel
me to
leave you tomorrow morning, but I
assure you that as soon ag I can possibly spare the time I will visit your
city and the other cities of your county in order to meet those again whom
I have had the pleasure of meeting
here today, and those whom I have
not yet met.
"I want to thank you all heartily
for this enthusiastic reception, especially the young people the young ladles the young Rough Riders the
soldiers of the future, and I want to
assure you that as long as I am
your governor, It will be my earnest
endeavor to do the very best that I
possibly can for the Interest of New

INTO SOCORRO FOR

OPENING DAY OF THE FAIR

11

Enthusiastic Beginning for. Three Day's Carnival With Crowd
Big
Far In Excess of Expectations of the Managers
Stretches Out for Mile and a Half, Having All the
Features of a Wild West Show.
Pa-Va-

de

GOVERNOR CURRY MAKES STRONG
PLEA FOR STATEHOOD EFFORT
Urges. People of the Whole Territory to Unite in Concerted Effort tp Secure Admission Excellent Program of Sports

Pleases Big Crowd, With Brighter Prospects for Entertainment today.
(By K. A. Drake.)
Socorro, X. M., Sept; 28. Tho Socorro county fair is on, and on with a
hoar it
rush and roar. You can
from one end of Socorro county to the
other, and the echoes are resounding
all the way up and down the Hio
For the Socorro
tirando valley.
county fair Is about the biggest thing
that ever happened In this part of
New Mexico. It's quite a ht bigger
than its managers and creators
dreamed It would be, and they were
expecting a complete success. So It
isn't necessary to say the fair is a success. It is a winner and a Wk one. It
seems tonight as If all Socorro county Is In town and a good part of the
population from the rest of the valle;-.

A conservative estimate tonight by
men who outfit to know, places the
number of visitors at 8,000. I have
no doubt It Is a conservative estimate,
for' there have never been so many
people In this town at one time before, and they are still coming. Tomorrow there will ba ven a bigger
crowd, for tomorrow will be tho ban-

ner dar.

or anywhere else to participate in
their local elections, I refused to do
so for the reason that my first vote
was cast in this territory of New Mexico and it Is my ambition to cast my
last vote in the state of New Mexico.

"During the time I was absent from
this territory I never once forgot my
good friends of childhood days, many
of whom I see before me today.
"Twenty-seve- n
years ago I passed
through your city and many of those
that I see among you today are those
who extended to me aid and comfort
when I was a poor boy struggling for
existence without wealth or without
education.
"I have lived practically all of my
life in the neighboring county of Lincoln, with the exception of two years
and when I went to that county there
were very few settlers except the old
timers and the natives of the territory of New Mexico.
"Those people took me in at once
and treated me as though I was one
of them. They have continued to do
so, and nothing I can do in the position I now hold or any other, position
that. I may be placed In. can repay
the good people of New Mexico for
the kindness they have shown to me.
"When your mayor and my friend,
Mr."Martin (who interpreted for the
governor in Spanish, of which he Is
a master), asked me' to, come here today and 'open your fair, I felt that
I could not refuse, although I have
an Important engagement at St. Louis,
with the president of the United
States on business of great interest
to the people of this territory.
"I have let that wait one day in order to come here, and I will therefore
join the presidential, party at St.
Louis Instead of at 'Keokuk as was
at first arranged In order to be able
to spend this day with you. And
fellow citizens, It gives me pleasure to
be able to do it.

People began pouring' into Socorro
last night from ,all directions,- and
""tiuTmoruliiK tho streets and the- pinza
looked like a city ten times the size of
cn.,ppn TKfi tiu-- iu in vuhi dress
..,1 V... retina eilflf iu ntt nnlv
abroad, but It has everybody in town
well in Its grasp, business is forgotten. Everybody I engaged in pursuit of it good time, and It Isn't necessary to go far to find it. Some very
this
hard work has been done to make
fair a put cess. The fair managers
gone
and the people of Socorro have
Into it with a will and they nw feelingmighty good tonight over their succe.u.
The fair opened at 10 o'clock this
morning, when the special train bearing Governor George Gurry and the me"I know that you did not Invite
here because I am an orator,
Socorro county reception committee because
of you know that George
arrived. A big crowd was gathered Curry Is all
at the station and the governor was it. Cut not a speaker and he knows
given a most cordial reception as he greatest nevertheless. It is one of the
pleasures that I have had
stepped from the train.
since my return to my native home
Tl" lliit Partido.
The'paruiln funned Immediately. It to meet the good citizens of Socorro
and to renew old friendships
was an Imposing procession, the big- county
on familiar ground.
gest parade of the kind ever organIn regard to what my friend
"Now,
not excluding M r ltlHHJtim
ized in this territory,
.........
.
unid uhnllt 'till' fl.rV.1 ...
"v
ocio
even the nig parades wmrii are l.,.,
extent In
f fair week at Al- - Participate to a greater
on each Thursday
management
our . own afof
"ic
Kve'ry
secllon of. Socerbunueniue.
the short time that I
ro county was represented, and : ', 'i'iirs, b,HDuring
" governor of New Mexico,
wild west features of the procesé -- t hav
ha been made very plain to me
were splendid. The parade, w! n
ih ""
,nlnK "r
a" to 1o,
lined out, covered more than a i Sir Ulllt
regardless of politics, is to unite and
and a half
u
congress
of the
At the head of the procession cum; i I 'b:mand from the
carriage, and arc...... 'nUed States, the right to be admit- the coventor
a
as
state.
ponying him Mayor H. ( l, Kursiim and ted
"Some of my friends have said to
officers of the fair association.
it might not bo. policy to ask
Next came the cowboy guard, a me that
company of forty men from the this of congress at the present time,range, dressed in range costume and but I say to you ail that It Is a matlM. According to the treaty
gathered from the cattle country in t pr
between the United States and Mexwestern Socorro county.
Following them came a band of ico, the government of 'the United
of this
forty Navajo Indians, brought In States promised the people
territory that it would give them the
from the reservation west of Magdarights
citizenship,
promise
a
of
lena, and clad In the Indian costume. full
which J am sorry to say, that this
The First Kcglment band of Albu- government
not
kept.
has
querque followed and then csme a
"It Is up to us to remind the govband of fifty boys from ten to fifteen
ernment of that sacred promise, and
years old, clad In Hough Hider
in the
ami known ns "The Curry Ca- we must arouse sentiment
by begging for
dets." The cadets made a hit all United States, not
along the line, as did the splendid statehood, but by demanding it as
We have the
representation from Snn Antonio, or- a matter of right.
ganized through the efforts of A. H. wealth, and we have the intelligence.
"Our honored presinent, whom I
Hilton, of San Antonio. This delegahonor to serve under,
tion consisted of the Juvenile cadets, have had the be
an honorable und
a company of boys from San Antonio, and know to
muí. forty lady rangers, ladles from brave man and a man who never
said In his
San Antonio, clad in the costume of speaks except earnestly
tho typical cowgirl of the western speech at Las Vegas nine years ago
range. The ladles made a splendid at the first annual reunion of the
appearance.
They were well mount- Bough Riders, that he would favor
ed and received lots of applause. the udmlsslon of New Mexico as a
About, a hundred people from San state; that New Mexico had furnishthat ed more soldiers In proportion to her
Antonio were In the paraoV-antown alone has contributed more than population during the civil war to
maintain and perpetuate this union,
2
visitors to the fair.
Following ( ame a long line of floats and during the recent war with Spain,
und curilsireu nod lots nf ficmile on that she furnished more troops than
".T ""'r
"r l,!MI""',
foot representing every section, of the
"Not one of the sons of New Mex- count".
'
of these wars failed
in'
one
either
I'"
Governor Curry'
perform his duty. Then why have
A platform had been erected m the
o not the right of admission to the
Pbix.i for the formal optnjng of. tin
' '
fair by Governor Curry, and here the un'"n
"Home people will raise the
parado halted. The governor, nerum- by the reception
committee f"''"' that the majority of the people
and officers of the fair, mountd the "f New Mexico are not Americans. No
plntrorm and was given
another mn, who knows anything shout the
He was Introduced people of New Mexico and Is an hon-l- n
he rtv welcome.
. hilef Ad,lrc
hv est man, would make that statement.
of wplemn
Mayor Bursum, fcnd rfupondlng, said: The descendants of Spain In the ter"Mr. Mayor, ladles and Gentlemen ritory of New Mexico are the very
best Americans thut we have In the
and bellow (it!üon:
speak to an audience In territory.
"When
"They showed it on the battlefield.
I have the
New Mexliio l feel that
right to address you always as fel- They have shown It everywhere, and
It Is up to us newcomers who stand
low li'ÍXI'IIS.
"I came to New Mexico when I was here shoulder to shoulder with you
a hnv of Illteen years of age, and I people, to demand from the American
Mvefl In your territory ever since
people w nal is our rignt.
ha
"Now, my friend. I know that you
with the exception of eight vears,
which I spent In the army and In moMId not come here to listen to
f '.the government
of tho fpeeehes for you are all Interested In
Interes!
ami other amuse,
Philippine Islands Put I want to tuv baseball game
th tt litirlng all of my absence i main- - men!, but I 'will detain yotl long
tijy home 'enough tii declare on behalf of the
tnitml iny: iVH.lertfe here
in the old county, w hei's I 'cast my ffolr assóc'ltttlon .that this the 'first
vol". Mote than thai, whenever 'I annual fair of the county f socorro,
I
v as ski d In Him Philippine Inlands i W declared officially oponed.'' I hope

....

human to err and I suppose
that I will commit as many errors as
my predecessors but I know
only
this, that I will be governed by a
sincere desire to do what I can and
what I believe to be right and just
for the people of New Mexico regardless of politics, racial prejudices or
affiliations, social
or commercial
standing.
"When I can't carry out a policy
that will be for the best interests of
the people of New Mexico, then I will
hand In my commission and retire to
live among you as a private citizen."
The governor was frequently Interrupted by applause, and his references
to the territory's fitness for statehood
were received with marked enthusiasm, xln fact, no man who has ever
appeared In public here has received
a more cordial greeting than was extended to the governor today. It was
an enthusiastic crowd and the enthusiasm extended itself to every feature
of the day from morning until night.
The governor's address brought the
proceedings up to the noon hour, and
shortly after noon the sports at the
fair grounds began. The ball game
was the best ever seen here, and deserves n story all to Itself. As for the
other sports, they were quite sufficient to entertain the crowd.
Hot tironeo Bust lug.
Socorro saw some bronco busting
this afternoon that was the genuine
article. There wasn't any Imitation
about It at all. The horses were bad
and the riders were good, and at
times the sport became exciting.
'
The first horse up was a big
beast, tackled by H. C. Mad-leThe horse was a disappointment,
for Madley rode him without difficulty.
An Iron gray was then trotted out
and a youthful person who said he
was from New York announced that
he'd like to try riding him. He was
allowed to try, but he didn't get much
past the effort. Once in the saddle,
thé horse promptly pitched him over
the front portion of the works, much
to the amusement of the crowd. Juan
Jose Haca then rode the horse.
Maria Baca and a cream colored
horse furnished considerable excitement. The cream didn't like the
looks of the grounds, and added to
the gayety of the occasion by bolting
out of the fair grounds.
Milt Craig, one of the best riders In
the west, closed the program. He rodil
a. buckskin horse that put up ajuilen- ' did fight.
The horse tried rolling, and
Craig was caught under him, but
managed to extricate himself with
nothing more than a bruise. After
a hard fight Craig rode tho horse
around the track.
A hnrsA rni'K cloned the afternoon's
program, a bay mare owned by K. C.
Ross, of Kelley, winning from a
black owned by (May. Cooper, of Red
dash.
serve. In a fast
Tomorrow will be the big day of
the fair, from a sporting standpoint.
There will be two ball games, one in
the morning and one in the afternoon, and plenty of bronco busting,
Indian sports and other entertainment.
A big crowd Is expected from Albuquerque on the excursion. Socorro
appreciated
people have thoroughly
tho kindly spirit manifest In Albuquerque to the fair, and Intend to reciprocals with even a larger crowd
than usual at the territorial fair.
It is hard to get too enthusiastic
about the success of the opening day
here. Socorro people have expended
a good deal of effort and money on
the fair. This morning's parade, with
cosiuming,
Its floats and elaborate
was an evidence of the enterprise of
men,
local
the
business
but In view
"f the big crowd and the riotous en
thusiasm everywhere apparent, every
one feels more than repaid for the
effort.
dun-color-

y.
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Albuquerque people will make the
trip to 8"corro today. There has bren
a great deal of interest here In the
Socorro fair, and from indications last
night the fair officers will be accom
panied by several hundred people
who will spend tfie day seeing the
sights,
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ALLEGED KIDNAPERS

0

Fastest Amateur Baseball Ever Well Known San Francisco
Seen in New Mexico Opens
Newspaper Man Seized on
the Tournament at Southern
Street and Hurried Out of
Clancy Wins Game.

Fair

Town; Rescued by Friends,

(M'lnl

DlMpnteli to thr Morning Journal.
Socorro, N. M., Sept. 28. The Ba- relus Oreys, an amateur team from
the suburb south of Albuquerque,
smashed a stinging defeat Into the

Santa Fe base ball team here this af
ternoon in the opening game of the
base ball tournament, winning by a
score of 3 to 0, in one of the fastest
U

CI

1

II 1

Ico.

BttilK

O V

Til OClll
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From start to finish both teams
played winning ball and it was not un
til the fifth inning that a run waa
made. Then the Barcias team got
three, aU the runs that were made.
Galgano, Diamond and Clancy of
the Browns played with the Barcias
team and Clancy won the game. With
two men on bases he drove a long low
ball Into left Held, scored the baso
runners and scored himself on a
passed ball at the plate. It was, a
pretty drive and deserved three bases.
The crowd was at fever heat
throughout the game and both teams
played winning ball.
Galgano and
waged the battle throughout
Isbell
with the Albuquerque boys having a
shade the best of It. Aside from
Clancy's hit, however, there was very
little hitting on either side.
The score:
000 030 0003
Barelas
000 000 000 0
Santa Fe
Batteries Galgano and Diamond;
Isbell and Pettus. Umpire, Combs.
Tomorrow morning Socorro will
meet Barelas and In the afternoon the
Browns will play a picked team which
will be organized in a special effort
to get a team strong enough to beat
the Albuquerque aggregation.
Browns Off for Socorro.
If the Mcintosh Browns do not win
today's game at the Socorro fair, it
will be because there is a crack team
In the tournament, for the line-u- p
of
the Brownies will be made up of
Browns, Trinldads and other speedy
is as follows:
talent. The line-u- p
BrieNyv

catcher; i.lble,."iUcher;

Diamond, tirst base," Kunz. second
base; Galgano, third base; Clancy,
short stop; Green, right field; Mc- Hugh, center field; Graham, left field;
Roy McDonald, and Roy Corhan, on
the bench.
Briefly and Green are catcher and
right fielder of the Trinidad team, and
the other players are all well known
local boys. Galgano, Diamond
and
Clancy played with the Barelas Greys
yesterday afternoon at Socorro, while
today they will rejoin the Brownies.
The team will leave this morning
on the Santa Fe excursion train to Socorro and while it Is not known, It Is
believed that the Browns will play
the Santa Fe Salmon Grays or some
nine from the Houthern part of the
territory.
While all teams desiring ndmlttance
Into the tournament are promised opponents, the teams don't know who
they are going to play wuth until the
umpire announces the nines.
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lJlnMili'h In the Morning Journal.

Sania Fe, N. M.. Sept. 28. Headquarters of the mounted police received notice today of the arrest at
Grant's by Mounted Policeman G.
Fred Murray, of Dan Ortega, charged
with shooting a Navajo Indian. Ortiga has been released on 11,000
bond. The details of the shooting are
not known, although the admission of
Ortega to hall Is proof that the hooting is not likely u prove fatal.
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IIS DOCTOR

PATRICK CALHOTV DKFKXDS
AIIHKST OF F.DITOK OLDER
San Francisco, Sept. 28. Patrick
Calhoun, president of the United
Railroads, said tonight that the alleged attempt
to. kidnap Fremont
Older could not truthfully be made
to appear as having been undertaken
by those defending themselves from
charges of bribery. "The facts are,"
Mr. Calhoun said, "that Mr. Luther
Brown, who Is a lawyer In Los Angeles and one of the associate counsel
In my defense, was attacked a few
evenings ago by the Bulletin, which
printed a story concerning him In connection with an alleged attempt to
kidnap former Supervisor Lonergan.
Under the state constitution there Is
but two places that a man accused of
criminal libel can be arraigned: one
Is In the county wherein the person libeled has his residence, and the other
Is in the county where the libel Is
Mr. Brown swore out the warrants In Los Angeles and had the warrant approved In this county by Judge
Cook. Older was then arrested and an
attempt was made to take him to Los
Angeles.
It was" merely an ordinary
arrest."
It Is further pointed out by Brown's
friends that It Is perfectly obvious that
,t woukl navo bt,cn futie to have at
tempted the arraignment of Older In
San Francisco county owing to the relations existing between Older and
tho prosecuting officials of San Franpub-llshe-

DISCOVERS

CANCER GERMS INFEST
DWELLING HOUSES
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Woodwork Same
and Other
of Tuberculosis
Dread Maladies,

Bacilli Live in Wall Paper
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 2s. The Jury
the case of Chaves and Ronquillo,
charged with the murder of Rufus
Tucker, after being out for more than
tvwive hours, came Lrtlo court at 9
o'clock this morningand presented a
verdict acquitting' Ufith the men. The
for some surprise
verdict was niu
here, since It was thought that the
territory had nmde a strong case
against the men. Tucker was killed
at a dance on June 10, 1906. He
was knocked down and kicked about
the head and body, receiving Injuries
from which he presently died.
In

New York. Sept. 2. The disappearance of Abraham GUI, of Brooklyn a year ago, which was followed
by an exhaustive
search, has been
to
explained In dlsp.itcheH
partly
his relatives here from Sandusky,
Mont. The truth seems to bo that
Gill was murdered, for charred bones,
supposed to be bis, have been found
In a cave near the ranch he owned In
Montana.
After graduating from the Brooklyn
Polytechnic
Institute. Gill bought
a ranch In Montana. As deputy
United State marshal he broke up
a gang of hand characters, and It Is
supposed that he wan murdered by ou
of these men.
Kipling In (anailii.
Montreal, Can., Sept. 2H. Hudyard
Kipling, attended by Mrs. Kipling, has
airlvfd here. He Intends to remain
In Montreal a couple of weeks, after
which he will cross Canada to the Pa-

Filial Automobile Accident.
York, Sept. 28. A forty-hors- e
power Lonler car driven by
Barry Smolser, crashed through
a
fence at the turn of the track In the
twenty-fou- r
hour race at Morris Pork
today. Smelüer's skull was fractured
and he died at the hospital, John
Clarke and Fred Tape, boy spectators
Thp accl- were also fatally Injured.
dent was caused by the bursting of
tire.
cific coast.
'
(.rami Duke Dead.
loMiulty
Hearing.
Hammond
Conitamle, Grand Duchy of Baden,
London, Sept. 2N. Sir John Charles
Hell,
of the city of London, Sept. R. Grand Duko Frederick of
and head of a big brewery company, Ha ten died today of Inflammation of
was today elected bird mayor of ln-doDie bli dder. He was unconscious for
'
n any hours before death.
New

that had been published about him.
Attorney Porter Ash, who testified
during the proceedings, practically
admitted kidnapping Older. Older
will return to San Francisco tonight
In company with Interstate Commerce
Commissioner Lane, who is on his way
north from Los Angeles.

S.M
.

Paris, Sept. 28. French doctor
Santa Barbara, Sept. 28. Fremont
have made the startling and lugubrimanaging editor of the San
ous discovery that cancer can be conFrancisco Bulletin, who has been actracted by. living in houses whose fortive in the prosecution of the bribery- mer occupants have had the dread
graft cases In San Francisco. w as
disease.
taken off a southbound Southern Pa
There are cancerous houses Just the
cific train at 8:30 o'clock this morn
same as there are tuberculosis houses,
Ing by a force of twenty deputy sher
for the bacclll lives In the walls,
lrfí4 who Herved u warrant for his nr- woodwork and paper, and the doctors
rest to appear in the superior court at cisco.
show that during long series of years
on habeas
10 o'clock this morning
cases of cancer have one after another
corpus proceedings Instituted to resappeared in the same houses.
cue him from the hands of a deputy
Dr. Alexandre Lambrlor states that
It
constable from Los Angeles, who,
at Jassy, In a low part of the town
Is. alleged, virtually kidnapped lilm in
near to a brook, there Is a house In
San Francisco.
which ten persons have died of canWord waa received here early this
years.
cer in less than twenty-on- e
morning of the reported kidnapping
One family S. occupied the house
of Editor Older, and of his enforced
PIRACY
OF
for five years, and one of Its members
trip to Los Angeles In thu custody of
died of cancer. A family 1 came
a deputy sheriff. Attorney Cobb
next, and two years later a female
Francis J. Heney's associate telemember of It was attacked by a maphoned local attorneys and asked
lignant tumor and died. Afterwards a
them to Institute habeas corpus pro- - i
family T. livf d In the house for four
ceedings to take Older from his cap- Helpless Alaskan Village Lootyears, and mother and daughter died
tors on the train. Judge Crow, of the
ed By Yellow Sailors
From of cancer. The family H. came, staysuperior court, was roused from bed
ed four years, and had one death from
at 2 a. m., and all the necessary pathe s?me terrible disease. The house
pers were prepared, empowering the
Sealing Schooners,
with lite curse was again occupied
sheriff to capture Older by force if
with the family K.. and Mme. K. dineed be. All available deputy sheriffs and police were on hand and
Seattle. Wash., Sept. 28. A report rectly after they left It had a cancer
boarded the train as soon aa It came was made to United States Consul in the Up. M. M., who followed, died
to a standstill.
The first search fail- Smith of Vancouver today by Captain of cancer two years later, and the
ed to reveal Mr. Older or his captors, Monroe of the schooner Caaec. of a wife of S., who was the next occubut on going through the rear Pull- case of pirating of the Alaska village pant, was operated on for cancer In
the right breast.
man car a second time he was seen of Lytak Bay, on southwestern
For eighteen months the house was
Island, by the crew of a Japa
and recognized.
A copy of the warrant and habeas nese sealing schooner
In then vacant, but shortly after another
operating
corpus proceedings was then served Behring sea this season. The Casec family B. had taken It, and one of Its
on Older, and shown to Deputy Con- called at Lltak Bay for water and the mem lie ra was attacked with cancer
stable Ben Cohen, of Los Angeles, Russian priests asked Captain Munroe adn died.
This terrible record might have
who had him In charge. Older and to Inform the Unltud States' authoriThe Japanese continued but luckily the evil habitathe Santa Barbara officers left the ties of the outrage.
train without resistance. Attorneys landed from u schooner and broke tion was burnt down by a fire. This
Porter Ash and Luther Brown were open houses and looted right and left, is only the most notable case of
on the train and accompanied
the all manner of things being dragged many cited. Dr. Guellot narratos, as
deputies. Kscorted by several deputy from the houses. Another report has cited by Dr. Flllassier In the "Gazette Medícale," that In the samo
sheriffs. Older was conducted to a been received that the Japanese seal- apartment
at Vouzlers, the husband,
waiting automobile and rushed to the ers had landed on Shellkoff Island and
all
killed cattle running on the ranges wife, servant and father-ln-lacourt house to. awnit a .hearing.
' .'
died of cancer In less lhan five year.
V '
The legal ground upon which be there.
Dr. Arnaudet
relates that In 18Í,
was taken by the Los Angeles officers
there were In the Commune of Saint
was a warrant for his arrest issued by
Sylvestre-Cormellfour hundred inJ. W. Summerfleld,
of tho Justice
of whom died
habitants, seventy-fou- r
court in Los Angeles, and sworn to by
in seven years, and that twenty-fiv- e
a brother of Attorney Brown. It
per
cent
of these deaths were caused
charged Older and P. H. Corrothers,
by cancer, all the cases being found
of the San Francisco Bulletin, with
In the very circumscribed area round
criminal libel In connection with the
about a spring of water.
alleged kidnapping of
In 1890 the same doctor found that
Lonergan, which was frustrated by a
in one street In the above mentioned
detective bureau.
parish one hundred and fifty yards
Last Wednesday's Issue of tho Bullong, out of fifty-fohouses cancer
letin contained an account of certain
out In seventeen, and that there
actions of Luther Brown in connec- Baltimore & Ohio Express Hits broke
twenty-on- e
were
nearly all the
deaths,
tion with It, in which it was alleged
patients were clie neighbors.
Dr.
he had been In company with disrepFreight Train Crawling Along Arnaudet considers that these diseases
utable women. The warrant was Iswere not contracted by one person
sued in Ios Angeles because Attorney
Siding; Twenty Injured,
from another, but that the habitation
Brown's home Is there.
played the chief role In Its dissemiIn telling of his arrest ,and spiritnation.
ing away, older said:
Dr. Flllassier, In the article In the
Wheeling. W. Va., Sept. 28. Eight
"I was in the office of Francis J.
Injured, Gazette Medicólo, cites many other InHeney yesterday afternoon about 1 men were killed and a score
afOhio,
Bellalro,
this
fatally,
teresting
at
similar cases, one of which
o'clock, waiting for Rudolph Spreck-el- s, four
when a Chicago and Wheeling is the Instance noted by MIhs Helen
when a telephone message came ternoon
on the Baltimore and Ohio Baldwin, who found that In one farm
for me. I answered II, and asked who express
five deaths from cancer
had taken
It was, receiving a reply that it was railway crashed Into a freight train
sidplace In thirty yeara.
Mr. Stapleton, and that he was at the which waa moving slowly on the
Finally Dr. Flllassier glvea the staing.
Savoy Hotel. I asked what was wantTlio Dead.
tistics of deaths from cancer in Paris
ed, and he replied he wished to see
during the second half of l0g. There
ED. HINZ, Wheeling.
me on personal business.
I hesitated,
were registered 1.042 deaths, from
WILLIAM SHAW, Wheeling.
tul he repeated that It was very ImWis.
Milwaukee,
BERAN,
cancer, of which 1,008 houses had one
CARL
portant and personal business which
Xrolght en- death each, twelve housca had
GALBRAITH,
N.
T.
two
lie could not discuss over the teledeaths, one house (a religious retreat)
phone. I suspected that this was a gineer, Newark, O.
had four deaths, and five hospitals
FOUR UNIDENTIFIED DEAD.
trap, and told Attorney Cobb bo. II
The wreck was due, It Is said, to Ihe had twenty-Mi- x
deaths between them.
said of cource It was a trap, but I
determined, however, to see Just what failure of the operator to throw the
POLAR BEARS'TO DRAG
It was Hnd told them to leave word switch.
The worst damage was ti the
fiir Rudolph Spreckels, when he came
by
telescoped
EXPLORING EXPEDITION
the
In, that If I did not come back soon smoker, which waa
baggage car. Every occupant of the
.
they would know what
Injured.
or
waa
killed
either
"After leaving Heney a office. I saw smoker
Novel riHii of Norwegian Adventurer
that two automobiles were following BREAKING BOILER SHOP
In bearch of NorUi Pule.
me on van Ness avenue. They dashed to the curb and four men Jumped
STRIKE IN NORTHWEST
out of one of them. A warrant was
Copenhagen, Sept. 28. Polar beara
thrust Into my face and I was told It
may be used Instead of Eskimo dogs
was from Los Angeles.
I protested
St. Paul. Sept. 28. Committees act-In- g In the next expedition within the Arclb,at I wanted to see my attorney
for live railroads Involved In the tic cone. That at least Is the plan of
it,
itbout
but they would not let me. bollermakera'
Norwegian explorer,
Ronald
strike. Issued a state- the
men
The four
had surrounded me and
that a carload of boiler-make- Amundsen, who ays be Intends to
hustled bo Into the automobile. In It ment tonight
harness Ice bears to hla sleighs to
In Missoula, Mont., to
were two deputy sheriffs and two day to arrived
reopen the Northern Pacllic cross the polar plains.
others, one of whom I think was Pat- shops
Amundsen has made experimenta
men arthere and seventy-liv- e
rick Calhoun, and the other a detec
at Oelweln, Iowa, to work In with polar bears at liagenbec.k'a fa
tive. The other contained Attorneys rived Chicago
mous
menagerie In Hamburg. Hn
Great Western shops.
tho
Ash and Brown."
says the experimenta were Nuceef.fu'.
In
Paclllo
Nothetn
tho
Machinists
Mr. Older said the men promised
at Livingston, Mont., who went and that the bears, properly traUr ,
to lake him before Judge Carroll shops
out. It Is said, returned to work to- would be quiet In harness. That Is,
Cooki who had countersigned
th
unless they met any of their wild
warrant, but Instead of doing so rush day,
brethren, when there might be trou- ed him at a rate of thirty miles an Grand Jurv to Prola- - Hank Failure.
Die,
hour to Redwood City, where they
Chicago, Sent. 2. Another grand
got on a train with him.
Jury Investigation
of the failure of POPE DEALS BLOW TO
"When they seized me on the side- the Chicago National bank, will be
walk." said Mr. Older, "they search- had In Ihe near future. It Is under
"HIGHER CRITICISM,"
ed me to make sure I had no weapstood that the conduct of several di
ons. In the automobile the man next rectors will be taken up.
.
to me thrust something, which I supHome, Sept. 28. The Pope strikes
The trial of John R. Walsh, former
posed to be a revolver, against
my president of the bank, on charges of hard at the "higher criticism" of the
side, and told me he would shoot If misappropriation of Its funds,
will Bible In bis latest encyclical, w hich ho
I made any disturbance."
regards as the most Important be has
1.
Finally the captive was permitted commence October
yet Issued during
his pontificate to dictate
a message to Rudolnh
even
more weighty than his numilcto
Women Killed by Train.
Spreckles. He was unaware of the
against
G,
2H.
the
French government
Mrs. II.
Norfolk, Va., Sept.
habeas isirpus
proceedings until Munsell and Mrs. Henry Holmes, both
His Holiness condemns In dogmatic
Santa Barbara was reached. In con of Spiingtteld. Mass.. who were here form modern tendencies In the Cathcluding 111 statement Mr. Older said: to attend the Mlllenlal Dawn Tract olic church a regards Bible criticism,
"This whole thing Is a diabolical society convention, were killed tonight philosophy and política. He especially
scheme of Patrick Calhoun's. They by a Norfolk and Western railroad denounces the tone of
n
are a desperate band and will not train.
Catholic reviews, which he mentions
.
"
by
name. The list Includes the "Ke-vu- e
hesitate at anything
Blblique," which was founded by
The proceedings before Superior
Weekly Hank Statement.
Judge Crow lasted an hour and a half.
28. Tha stateNew York. Sept.
the .Domlnlclan order at the suggesIn which time the whole story of the ment of the clearing house banks for tion Of Pop Leo XIII., Who provided
kidnapping came out. It ended by the week shows that the banks hold funds for the purpose.
(46,573 more than
Older being allowed ball In the sum
The encyclical ha been prepared
the legal reof J2.0IMI named In the warrant to serve requirements. This Is a decrease from material collected by the Pope's
guarantee his appearance In the
e Lof 12,758.525
as compared with last agents ever since he ascended the
court nt Los Angeles at such time week. The statement follows: l.onnn papal throne. He has Just completed
as the court there should designate.
It. KIO. 351, 5Ml, Increase 12.772.5CMJ. the text, but whether It will be Issued
The ball bond was algnpd bv H. P. Deposits,
decrease, as II now stands, or with the more
$1.055.1 J,7n,
Lincoln, cashier of the First National II.K2B.9O0. Circulation,
..n.3H r. 00. outrpoken portions deleted, Is not
bank, and Paul Fox. a capitalist.
decrease. $l,90n. Legal tenders. 170. know n.
Luther Brown, who swore to the 8J7 Ht'l. Inrrease $372, 0. Specie,
complaint of criminal libel against
H8,K07.ín.
decrease,
$3.5K8.iin, Murderer Sentenced to I.Kc In Piinii.
Older, told bis story of the circumHeerve, $2H.445,00, decrease. IS
Chicago. Sept. 28. Kmtik J.
stances. "Say for me that this is 218,110(1,
Keserve required. $23.",-425- ,
convicted of the murder i
entirely a personal matter. Neither
decrease. 457,9."i7. Hurt.lp. $&,- - Mrs, limine Gentry, w.ii t i
Patrick Calhoun nor any other man 48,575, decrease, 12.758.525.
Fx tenced l life Imprisonment. lie m
has Instigated me to undertake these Vnlted Slates deposits, 1 3, 549. $25 Immediately tnken to lle pei, .n'.'.'V
proceedings." He denied the reports decrease, I2.4HIS.4 75.
nt Jo'let.
Older,

Ortega Is Placed Under
$1000 Bond at Grants' Following Serious Shooting AfCHARREDlONESMAY
fray,
CLEAR MURDER MYSTERY
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MORNINGJOURNAL'S PAID-U- P MAIL CIRCULATION VÍHEYARDS WIPEDSEGRETARYrvi
OUT Hi FLOODS
msm75 THREE TIMES GREATER THAN A YEAR AGO
Devastate Warm- Welcomq for DistinJ
Rivers
Swollen
tinguished Oliioan Who I;
South of France; Grape Har;Mikaclo''s Sub
vest Total Loss; Many Die In Popular With
jects.
Spain. ,
-

Plain Statement About
This Paper s Gvcfttotb
During the Past Year

.

30- -,

J-

..,

e,

p,

three ilni's o.cr.
In other words, the mail circulation
placed In the Albuquertiue postoffice
and paid for by weight, wan Hirco
Ibncs greater In AuguM, 11107, Hum It
wuh In September. UMltt.
We believe this Is a showing to be
proud of, and we believe the patrons
nf this newspaper, the subscribers
and the advertiser!) are entitled to
know It.
represent
Thoe
Uic mail' circulation ulotic. and only
lliNt i mil of the mull circulation uill
for by weight.
They do not include any portion of
the Morning Journal's city circulation,
which Is larger than the combined
daily
circulation of all newspaper
and veek'y, published In Albiiqu'T-oue- .
or sent into this city for dlslil-bil'ioThey do not Include the Morning
mail circulation
county, on which tlio postoffice
regulations require stamps.
Tfiey do not Include the .thousands
of newspapers which are taken each
month by the Harvey system and oilier news agencies for sale on trains
and at news stands.
They do not Include the newspapers
sold in Albuquerque news stands mid
on the stree's.
They do not include the large number of newspapers sold and distributday from this office.
ed
It Is merely that part of the mail
circulation which Is paid for by
weight, ami these reeeinrs are published herewith because they give
final and unquestionable proof that
th Morning Journal's mail clreii'a-- .
ha
tlon
Increased TIIHi:i: II.MKS
wllhln the past eleven month.

.Journal's

It

w

il) be not lord

by a

coinparlt-o-

of these receipts that as Ihe months
bee passed each month has shown a
larger Increase, and it Is a fact, which
we will be aide to prove when the
f.oslofflce receipt for September, I'J'l".
comes In tomorrow, that the Itu lease
rn iiihII circulation has been greater
In any
In September" than
pjevlou
month In the history of the newspaper.
'
'
What does It mean?
It mcdiiff Just one thing. That the
Morning .Journal Is grow big. and
growing raphfty: that It Is going Into
the homes nut only of The people of
Albuquerque, hift of Xw Mexico find
New Mexico
for Itf this Irruioii.
U!l
ilous IniTCaN- - In mail circulado
rr I't'itt of It Is it lili the tMftiiiilarlc
of l hi liTrilory.
This magnificent Increase In cIp-u-latlon In Ihe territory is Just the final
and convincing proof. e have been
confidently waiting fo that the Morning Journal's polled- Is the right one
the only one for a real newspaper.
What Is that policy?
SUnply this: 'That we believe New
Mexico offersas good a newspaper
..field for a real newspaper as any other taje or territory: that lU people
are a intelligent and that the stand-ur- d
they lemand of their dally news-papJs. Just a high as the standard
set by aoy other people. It has been
our firm belief that the peophi of this
territory would welcome and .support
a real newspaper,
giving them the
belt news service that money could
buy; and this splendid Increase In clr- -'
lulallon has Justified our belief.'
It whs a year ago tomorrow that
Ihe Morning Journal, Installed
Its
great Associated fres
leased wire
r
news service, placing a wire
own office, one of the longest leased
wires lit the world. In this day of long
private wire service.
It was an expensive
proposition,
anil some of our friends shook their
heads and gravely told us that we
weie getting too far ahead of the
game; that Albuquerque and the territory Wouldn't
stand and couldn't
support the same news service
by the St. D'tlls fiiolie-P- i
ino-- t
rat, tlx ñ.in I nun it u Chronicle, hu
ienver Republican f'id the other,
.

fur-liixh-

tabllshed and solid newspapers; of the
coast and the middle west.
liul the Morning Journal's faith in
New Mexico and
in Albuquerque Is
absolute. We knew something of Unpeople of this city and this territory,
and we thought we knew what they
wanted. Now we know it.
The people have given the enlarged
and perfected news service the most
hearty support, and this support Is Increasing every day by great, big
Jumps; Increasing so rapidly that the
present mechanical equipment of the
Morning Journal purchased a rouplo
of years ago und considered adequate
for ten years to come, is already nearly outgrown, in spite uf constant improvement; so nearly outgrown that
new mechanical equipment will be
necessary In just a little while.
The splendid Increase in the circulation of the Morning Journal In New
It is
Mexico proves another thing.
a firmly established fact that an Intelligent man will not continue to lake
a newspaper for any length of time,
the editorial policy of w.liich he does
not approve or like. The subscribers
who have come to the Morning Journal during thcjH' past eleven months
are the kind who stick; the kind vc
want: the intelligent, thinking people
of the territory. We know they
the policy of- this newspaper
because they take the paper. It is
Just as convincing proof for us as
are Ihe mail receipts published here
of our Increase in mail circulation.
The Morning Journal is going to
e
continue its policy of giving
of Now Mexico and A Ibujitierqut'
the best news service we can get; getting It l ifro pcirpV as quickly as it
can pass through our presses. The
leased wire service of the Associated
I're's will be continued, and when the
pre.-cn- t
telegraphers' strike, which has
eml arrasscil all the newspapers of the
country, but which is now being adjusted. Is finally settled, the leased
wire service will be bigger and better
lha". ever. The territorial news sorv--Iwill be kept at the highest standard we can reach; the local service
will be adequate anil the newspaper
and the news will be given to our
pal.Miis in the most attractive form
we an decse,
.
for the policy of the newspaper.
It v. ill simply go on telling the truth
abe.it public affairs when It Is necessary for the welfare
of the comino! ity to tell It; doing the best we
can to give every man a square deal,
alw iy keeping In mind that the people ire entitled to first consideration,
ano fighting as best we can for honest., iuid decency and efficiency in the
tin i.agement of the business of this
dr. and the territory of New Mexico,
'i ais newspaper has now
reached
when
the point in lis development
no ling can check its growth. The
pecvle have mine to know that, this
ne v .spit tier has no Interest In politics
or political affairs save the interests
of the community in which we live
and work; that the newspaper, cannot
he turned to the Interests of any man
or ,et of njen who have not the best
Interests of the community at heart.
It Is a confidence that we have worked liug( to atyiln. '.It Is. a confidence
of 'hlch we are - very proud, and
which are re going, tó w ork mighty
hard'io retain1 for aside from our
of,
know ledge that the people
believe In the Morning Journal, that confidence In the bf;st business asset this or any other newspaper
could have.
The circulation of the Morning
Journal Is greater today; thn the
combined circulation of all the other
dally newspapers In. the territory. Its
circulation in a week of seen days Is
greater than the combined circulation
of ull the other dally and weekly
newspapers In the territory In a week
of seven das. It is a circulation
that b growing so rapidly that we,
although knowing the worjt It has
to make this newspaper, and
kuowlng all the : conditions, have
even been surprised by It.
The Morning Journal Is not given
to fancy work. We believe the people of New Mexico, the thoiu.htful.
Intelligent people, and they are the
ones we want to reach, want the news
first, last and all the time; the news
compact, conservative
in , reliable,
form, and that a newspaper which
give that kind of news nervlce will
.
siiivs-ihIWe believe the people want
In connection with 'this news service,
honesty and'Vquare dealing. We believe that kind of a combination will
,
hu"cc-i!ami Hint It Is the only into
,
wfibi. will succtvil,
In full, we Know it.
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News

Just Three Times as Many Newspapers Being Distributed
Outside of Albuquerque as on the Day Great Leased Wire
Service Was Installed a Year Ago People of New Mexico
Have Justified the Faith of the Morning Journal in This
Territory as a Newspaper Field.
The Morning Journal desires to call
attention today to the serifs of receipts from the Albuquerque pnstof-ficpublished herewith. These receipts represent the money paid to
the postofflee for the months Indicated, as charges on the Morning Jourhonn fide mall circunal's paid-ulation. Each receipt Is signed by
l'ommuxlcr It. W. Monkiii.H and can be
easily verified, since the picture accompanying is made from photographs of the original receipts.
over these receipts from top
to bottom, noting the gross amount
charged on each, and you will see
that within n KTlixl of eleven (II)
iiioiiiIih I lie Morning Journal's palil-- ii
has Increased
mall circulation

100

of Pvbltcttii
:

f

Paris, iept. 28. The flood situn-tlo- n
in the south of France was a little better today. Reports from the
department of the llhone, Gard and
Vaer say the river has been overflowing its banks, causing much damage and distress among the people,
many of whom sought refuge in the
upper parts of thoir houses and have
been without food for days. The authorities arc hurryinff rations and
supplies to the flood sufferers.
of the Temps
The correspondent
telegraphs that the country in the vicinity of the Herault river Is comOnly here and
pletely submerged.
there are little islands and tops of
houses visible and upon this vast lake
rowboats are engaged in the ceaseless work of rescue.
The grape harvest in the lowlands
Is a .total loss.
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Madrid, Sept. 28. The church of
Penamargosa, which was undermined
by floods, fell last night. There was
no loss of life.
At Malaga many dead bodies have
'
been washed down the river and out ace.
to sea. The weather In the south of
The Minnesota had a rough but no
Spain is clearing.
unpleasant voyage. Mr. Taft is ex
pected to make a snort trip to tokíi
UNION ORDERS STRIKERS
this afternoon. .,
The secretary on landing here wa
TO RESUME WORK greeted on every side py the Japanesj
with whom fie is exoeedtngiy popu
lar.
.
Expulsion From Viiion Vc'bihy tor
Hammond Insanity Hearing.
KciuhiiI to Comply Willi Order.
New York. Sept. 28. Testimony hi
the case of James B. Hammond, th
Brockton, Mass., Sept. 28. John F. founder of the Hammond Typewrite
Tobln, national president of the Boot enmnnny, whose sanity is being in
and Shoe Workers' union, with which quired into, was concluded last nlghtj
organization the W. L. Douglas com The Jury was unable to agree after b
pany had a working contract, has sent ing out six hours, and was discharged!
a letter to the striking lusters announcing that unless they are back in MEXICAN ARRESTED FOR
their places by Monday morning they
will be liable to a heavy fine and susINCITING REVOLUTION
pension from the' union. The strike
of 250 men followed the declination
of the company to recognize an offiLos Angeles, Cal., Sept. 28. L. Gu
cial of an Independent organization Herrén de Lara, a member of the al
recently formed among the shoe leged junta of Mexican revolutionist
workers, which, it is understood, is now said to bo operating in Los An
measuring slrength with the boot and geles, and compatriot of Magon an
Villareal, who are under arrest on
shoemakers union.
charge laid by the Mexican govern
ment, was arrested here
last nigh
withou
and held for examination
bail. The complaint against him i
BIB
robbery committed in Mexico, but th
place of the alleged offense Is no
given nor the amount stated. De Lar;
is a novelist of some note, having writ
ten a number of books. He was a
AGAIII DEFEATED
practicing lawyer in Mexico before h
left there by compulsion, his friend
say. They also say the charge agalns
him, llko that against Magon and Vil
cannot be proven, his real of
Australian False Alarm Proves laical,
fenso being criticism of the presen
Easy. Victim for Jack Twin Mexican administration.
Military llalbwm Kvnrvtiiiciils,
ashington, Sept. 2S. A success
Sullivan; Lasts 19 Rounds,
ful military balloon
ascension wa
made
hero yesterday by Captal
H.
Chnndler. of tho Unite
San Francisco, Sept. 28. Australian Charles
"Hill" Squires, the heavyweight pugil- States army. :Thc balloon travele
sixty
in
miles
three hours.
country
ist, who came to this
with
the avowed Intention of wresting the
title of champion of the world METHODISTS TURN DOWN
from. Big Jim Jeffries, went down to
COCKTAIL CHARLIE
defeat the second time today, when
he was practically
knocked out by
Jack "Twin" Sullivan in the nineColumbus, O., Sept. 28. Vice Presl
teenth round of what was to have
been a twenty-fiv- e
round glove con- dent Fairbanks was defeated yester
day
Mislight
gest. The
for election as a lay delegate fron
took place in the
sion stret armory, and was witnessed Indiana to the quadrieiinlal conferenc
by u lair sized crowd. Squires showed of the Methodist Kpiscopnl church t
very little Improvement since his last bo held in Baltimore next May.
ice President Fairbanks was no
appearance
in the ring. He was
strong, willing and game. Had Sulli- himself a candidate but his name wa
van been a first class man hi; would urged by friends who assumed thai
have knocked the Australian out eaily ne would bo elected by acclamation
In the tight.
As it was he smashed Instead he was bitterly ..opposed b1
Squires In the face and on the slom- - the radical temperance element wh
took the ground that hi
electloi
ach all through the nineteen rounds.
would be condoning the serving ol
Severn! times he had Squires groggy, but could not put him out. In cocktails and wines at the dinner t
the nineteenth round the Australian President Roosevelt in the Fairbunk
was bleeding and weak. Sullivan sent home last Memorial day.
jaw and
in a right und left to the
Contracts for Submarine Boats.
Squires went down. He remained on
Washington, ' Sept. 28. Secretary
the mat eight seconds, and then staggered to his feet. Another punch to Metealf today said it has been dt
the Jaw sent him down again, but he elded to award the .contract for four
was not knocked out. He got up, but submarine boats of thu Octopus typi
was promptly sent down again. Itef-ere- e and three additional aubmarine boat
Hilly Hoche then uwarded
the of tho Octopus type and three addl
tlonal submarine
boats of the sam
fight to Sullivan.
type, though of greater displacement
to the Klectrlc Boat company, unih
certain conditions as to reduced pile
apee
and guarantees for superior
recommended by the board of con
,,
struciion.
American 1hsti.
At St. T.ouls; First game, SI. I.ouls, GRAND JURY PROBES
.1; New
York. 1. Second game, St.
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28. SecretarJ
Sept.
Yokohama,
Taft arrived hero early this mornind
on board the Minnesota from Seattle
September 13, passing all signal sta
tions without being sighted. The va
rious reception committees and th.
members of the American embassy
who had come here from Tokio ti
welcome Mr. Taft, were aroused b:
runners and the town' was soon en
livened and the bay was crowded Willi
flag
launches displaying. American
and other colors. Secretary and Mrs
Taft and Thomas J. O'Brien, the nej
and
American' ambassador)
Mrs. O'Brien, met the visitors fron
or
Min
saloon
the
shore in the main
nesotn, while the United Stales cruise:
Chattanooga, anchored in the bay, sa
luted Secretary Taft's flag as secretar;
of war, which was hoisted at the fore
Secretary Taft accepted the entlri
program for his entertainment, bu
declined to participate in; any func
tion today or Sunday. Monday thi
secretary "will be received, In audionci
by tho Japanese emperor, which wll
he followed by a luncneon fii tno pal

3:

Cleveland, IU.
At Boston: Boston, 1: Chicago. 2.
Philadelphia-DetroiAt Philadelphia:
t
game postponed on account of
cold weather and wet grounds. This
game cannot be played off, as these
teams have already arranged to play
two games on Monday.
Tho law in
Philadelphia forbids Sunday games.
Niillonal League.
At St. Ixiuls;
St. Louis, 6; New
York, 0.
At Pittsburg: First game, Pittsburg, 7; Boston, 2. Second game,
Boston, 6: Pittsburg, 5.

St. Paul, Sept.
28.
The federa
grand jury will begin next week an
investigation of t ho
lumbei
trust which Is understood, to have
headquarters In Minneapolis.
Fifty
witnesses, It is reportod, have her
summoned. It is understood the government has been collecting testimony
to show that the lumber trust has
been using the mails for unlawful purposes in Its crusade to squeeze the Independent companies to exhaustion.
The report of thu grand Jury on this
particular line of Jaw infraction may
bo of a sensational nature.
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illow of Mclliodlst Blslion Dead.
Minneapolis, Minn;, Sept. 28. Mrs.
CHALLENGE FOR CUP aroiine w. Joyce, widow of the law
Bishop Joyce of the Methodist Episcopal church, died early toduy at her
Willing I'.xcn lo Abide by Old Rules nomo in this city.
Kallier 'II in ii
Chance
Voimtr Woman I YmiimI Murdered.
of Contest. ;
Iola, Kas Sept. 2. Miss May HI1.
daughter of John W. Hipp.
London, Sept. 2S. Officers of the a well to do farmer, was found mur
Boyal Irish Yacht club have decided dered In the back yard Of tho Slpp
at Moran, ten miles' from here,
that Instead of sending a reply to the home
New York Yacht club today, to call last night. Her 'throat had been out.
a meeting of the club for October 2, evidently with a razor that was found
at which the nnswer of the American close by. No motive for the murder
club to Sir Thomas Upton's recent is known and there Is clue to tho mur
challenge for the America's clup will derer.
be fully considered.
Sir Thomas exPressmen Vot on Strike.
pects to be present and will explain Printline
York. Sept. 28. Tho question
what he Is anxious to do, In order to of New
bring about unother series of races anda strike ofIn the printing pressmen
rite of the United
for the cup. namely, to build a nlnetv- - Statesfeeders
where the
of the union
j footer under the new American
rule. for nn eight hourdemand
day
increase
He Is so desirous of arranging
for of wages have not beenwith
granted, Is
another contest that he said today now being decided by the referendum
tnat he really believed, after ull, that vote or all members of the Internahe would
challenge under- the old tional Printing
and Assist
rule If he could get a designer of note ants' union. ThePressmen's
vot was ordered by
to plan u bout for him.
I'resident Oeorge h. Berry, following
Ihe completion o an agreement en
Secretary Itoot In Kan Antonio.
tered
Into between the New York lo
San Antonio, Texas, SepL 'in.
and the. New Yoi k ., printers'
Hoot arrived today? fliid was cals
league,
hern me ellectlve Nomet by Mayor Cnllaghan. I Hi igadler vember. which
By
of. the agreet
va- - 'nlted
army, ment cmploy-u- .llie.tnnn
will work lKht hours a
iIUriVePnjV.,vCiin,ib, !fitil
by a day and .thu
prsiinn will receive an
pomTntttec from Mexlro,--1 ho- - w ill
Increase of wages of one dollar
tho Becretary to Mexico Clly.
week, making tho wag's $23.
W

UPTON DETERMINED TO

Agent,
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saved"! 5 per cent by giving the con- -'
rati to America. This means a tiav- Inp of, about $2.250, but he has' taken
a war
about $6.000 'from English
workmen, for we should have spent
at least this amount extra in wages
If we had secured the contract.
"The Americans have not to pay
a shilling in the pound income , tax
on their profit on the contract, yet
we had to make an allowance for this
in our tender. Moreover, we had to
ugree to pay. the standard rate of
wages to our men, but the Americans
are. not similarly bound."

MORNING JOURNAL,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

navy blue costume lor the autumn
maneuvers.
t The dress when it came home was
found to be a great success and was
admired by the young princess. The!
only thing she did not much care for
was the buttons, which did not seem
to be good enough for such a pretty
dress.
The dressmaker thereupon '
proposed to replace them by others
of more elegant description which cost
2d cents
each. The price seemed
rather high to the princess, who said
.
she would ask papa.
When the dressmaker returned to
evening
In
to
palace
the
learn the
the
repaternal decision, tne princess
plied: "Papa wil not allow me to,
have these buttons, as ha finds them
dear, and says I must not be extrava-- i
gant." So the princess wore the dress1
with the plain buttons,

29, 1907.
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Quite a sensation has been caused
among biblical students by the discovII
ery by Brugsch Bey, the great Egyp
tologist, of a monumental Inscription
telling how the Nile failed to rise for
seven years in succession about 1,700
years before the Christian era. A KAISER SOLICITOUS OF
SOCIALISTS RESENT
against
As a means of protection
long and terrible famine was the rethe smallpox epidemic which has
suit.
COMING GENERATIONS broken out in Vienna, the old emHIS VISIT TO LONDON
B. C. 1700 Is the date recognized as
peror of Austria has allowed himself
the beginning of the "seven lean
At first Franz
to bé vaccinated.
years," described in the Book of Gen-made
objections" on account of
May
Know
Anxious
They
very
That
Edward
of
theologians
are
King
esis,,
Popularity
and
much
his age 77 years old bul after a
interested In the confirmation which
ebb
consultation had taken place between
gives,
discovery
in
How
to
facts,
Lord
hard
Looked
the
the
Monar
War
Among
of
Even
Foes
his private physician and a professor
,
the famous Bible story.'
of medicine, who persuaded nis mafailure of the
Going Through His Various jesty
chy, Does Not Extend to His NileThe accounttheof the
that the operation was necescontinuous famine
and
sary, he gave in.
'
wrs
tn
told
a
land
throughout
the
Land,
by
on
and
Stunts
Sea
The operation was performed
Imperial Nephew,
number of extraordinary hieroglyph
Dr. Kerze, and the vaccine was speBey
Brugsch
fortunately
lea which
cially prepared for the purpose. Th-kaSXí
,
has been able to decipher.
(By Wulter Dunkirk.)
old monarch has felt no inconvenience
(By Robert Broáerick.)
in
slight;
beyond
inflammation
the
gen
Sept.
coming
28.
Berlin,
That
London, Sept. 28. T6 make the
To be Happy
Kaiser understand that he Is by no you must have good health. You can't have erations may not be deprived of the such cases.
doing
your
not
is
guest
England,
good
It's
if
liver
in
means a welcome
health
encouraged. Springs and
pleasure of seeing how William II
The biggest automobile garage In ers will be will
the socialists declare they will make duty alow but aura poisoning Is going on all looked and moved on civil and mill
be Introduced picturworld will be the one to be es streamlets
the
under such circumstances. Bal- tary
his passage through the streets of the time
occasions, the kaiser has de- tablished by the Berlin Omnibus com- esquely In imitation of nature.
Herbtne makes a perfectly healthy
Established 1878
RESIDENT OR TRAVELING
London to the Royal Castle as un lard's
liver keeps the. stomach and bowels right veloped a real mania for posing for pany, which will have tanks holding
pleasant as they can without actual and
Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed SALESMAN WANTED TO
acts as a tonic lor the entire system. blograph pictures which are becom12,- unprecedented
quantity
of
the
ly hurling bombs at him.
ing more and more popular In Ger 000 gallons of benzine.
Sold by J. H. ORIelly Co.
SELL LINOLEUM, FLOOR
and Grain. Agent for
"We do not want the Kaiser here.'
many.
To safeguard the bujlding against
Nash Electrical Supply Go,
says a veteran revolutionist, H. M
OIL CLOTH fe WOOD GRAIN
During the recent naval and mili explosions, the benzine
HIDES AND FELTS.
will be stored
Mitchell Wagons.
Hyndman, In a recent issue of the of
tary maneuvers he gave special orders on the Marnl-HuneFLOORING ON COMMISSION
system,
which
AlbiiOticrqn
Now
Mexico
ficial organ of the socialist party
The following quotations on hides and to facilitate the work of the moving
500 W. Centrul Ave, Tliono 2.
IN THIS CITY AND VICINITY
' and we are certain that the over pelts are furnished by the John Ftnnegan picture operators, a number of whom has prevented an explosion of 24.000
gallons In a fire which destroyed a
.
whelming majority of the British peo Company of this city:
were always near him, and he spent huge Berlin storage building.
Stephen Ballaru Rubbeh Co.
The
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
Dry hides, heavy, lb
,...13 several hours at the castle ot Wll- pie do not want him either.
will be kept in two underbenzine
Cor.
Chambers St. & W. Broadway
do. light, lb
lltt
con"The Kaiser and ( his government Green
helmsHoehe
films,
looking
at the
6V4
ground tanks, upon which will be a
hides, lb
A full line of
New York City
are today the mainstay of reaction In Sheep skins,
some,
demning
picking
out
and
oth
1 3
No. 1, lb
strong pressure of varbonic acid gas,
Europe. Not content with carrying
ers which showed him to the greatest to prevent the formation
11
do, shearlings, lb
explosive
of
system of domination
on his jack-bodo, shearlings, No. 2, lb
t advantage.
gases,
the carbonic acid gas will
ELECTRIC MOTORS
In Germany, where he forces the doc' Goat skins, No. J, lb
25
Biograph cameras were used on provideand
the power for pumping the
12 4 board the imperial yacht "Hohenzol- trine of high treason to a point never do, No. and Angora, lb
up
taps.
to
153t lern" and also on the flagship benzine
before heard of. and Imprisons men Furs, each
PUMPS
of this great
The establishment
and women for a chance phrase, the
Deutsehland."
garage was not possible until after
patronage
moving
represents
The
kaiser's
of
Kaiser also
the incarnation
A I1IXT TO THE WISE
months of negotiation with the BerFIXTURES
of that accursed
military system SHOn-BE SUFFICIENT.
PONT pictures has been a blow to the agita
municipality, which was rather
against which- - the workers of the WAIT UNTIL CHRISTMAS TO HAY1 tlon among the German Comstocks lin
Hie
permission
grant
unwilling
to
for
world have just unanimously protest THAT STOVE REPAIRED,
IOI. against the alleged harm done by the construction of such a gigantic auto- ELECTRIC IRONS.
ed at Stuttgart.
ISIIED AND PUT UP. BUT CALL UP numerous bioscope shows In Berlin. house.
They say that young children attend i
"Should any attempt be made to 460 THORNTON, THE CLEAMJU.
And Other Heating Devices.
these shows 'late at night and see the
fake up a sham "popular" reception
The Servian courts have upheld th'
reproductions of scenes unfit
That are guaranteed good,
for right of newspapers to abuse King
tor tnis reactionary potentate in ou
ROSWELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
metropolis we ourselves may have a
Mall and passenger line between Roswell youthful eyes.
which Is
The "Otabina,"
Peter.
The University of Harvard, which constantly being confiscated by the
word or two to put in; and In Lon N. M., and Torrance, N. M., dally, Sunday
Per dozen, only
aon, ai any rate we can say what we Included, conectlng with all trains on the already possesses the kaiser's voice on police for Its violent articles against
All work guaranteed.
Fe Central Railroads, a phonograph record, will undoubthave to say publicly, and to some pur Rock Island and Santa
appealed
to the court
the monarch,
To Colorado and EastLeave Roswell at 1 p. m. Leave Torrance edly soon receive his Image on a roll against
pose along the public highway."
the confiscation of a whole
arrival of Rock Island train due at 2
of films.
After having thus forcibly express on
won
by
Its
police,
and
edition
the
Running time between the two points
ern points. On sale
ea ins opinion of the Kaiser, the so m.
case. The verdict of the court read.?
hours.
Meals furnished at Camp Needmore
A real good story is told of th quaintly:
T. N. LINVILLE.
cialist writer pays quite a remarkabl
free of charge. Excursion parties accommo
daily until September
tribute to King Edward, ending wjth dated by notifying the company two days In crown prince showing his democratic
the words, "hideous
"We find
STAPLE AN FANCY GROCERIES
affability and his popularity . among bloodsucker' .that
me words:
draining the life of the
advance.
30. Return limit Octothe "hoi pollol." The prince while nation, incapable idiot whose only tal- Rent grade of Flour, Correen, Teas and Spices
Republicans though we are and
sagoing
parade
to
ground
was
the
upheld
Speclulty.
conspiracy,
lies
ever
a
shall
bandit
ent
in
remain, we have alway
ROFOSAL8 FOR DAM CONSTRUCTION,
ber 31. Rates to prinAlbuquerque Cash Grocery
luted In a very unconventional man- by a gang of assassins,' do not asperse Everything In the market always on hand.
recognized that the king has fulfilled
Proposals will he received at the office oi ner by a number of young men who his majesty, King Peter, and we auuntil quite recently, the functions of a
THE REST ALWAYS.
points.
cipal
.
Homer H. Ward, Manager
most capable and enlightened perma the French Land and Irrigation Compon had served under him in the Foot thorize the full publication of the Phone 2.18.
Company,
50S West Central Avenue
in Springer. New Mexico, until 2o'clock
guards. They shouted cheerily to article containing them."
nent president, with all the advan m.,
o:
17,
1907.
October
for
the
construction
'was
him: "Hello, Wrllhelm!" which
tages which attach to the ancient de
Ostatbinii" accordingly reThe
3IS W. Marblo Phona 206
main dams for The French band a
more than they dare to any other of- printed the article with the vindicated
SANTA FE TIMETABLE.
scent and high rank In our queer so the
Irrigation Company's reservoirs, located
and
Denver
Return
$23.70
ficer,
no
prince
or
prince.
phrases in double capitals. A "prison
ciety or today."
its land near Springer, In Colfax county
Instead of taking their names and editor." however, is still kept to take
The principle items in the engineer's est!
Coló, Springs and return$20.75
reporting them for disrespect as a the responsibility for too outspoken
The American cotton trade is likely mate of the work are as follows:
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
officer would have
done, articles.
10 Denetu Dy tne visit or 120 Euro
Cu. Yds.
Pueblo and return
$18.95
over to the men.
Wholesale Merchants
pean spinners to Atlanta and the cot Dam No. 1. Reservoir No. 1
200.000 the prince rode
Other Servian papers that do not
dy77.000 shook hands with each, and chatted approve of the Karageorgevltch
ton belt this fall. The visit Is the re Dam No. 2. Reservoir No. 1
Wool, Hides niul IYlls
Chicago
and
$53.30
return.
Dam,
Xo. 2
14K.OO0
Reservoir
with
them for some minutes.
nasty are subject to severe tensorshlp
suit of the cotton congress at Vlen Dam. Reservoir No. S
a Specialty.
32.000
way.
by
prince
no
longer
Is
The
the
and six confiscations have taken place
na last June, which was attended by
Tí AS VF.fí A S
AT.TTTQr r.Kyl'i-- ;
St,'
and
$52.90
Louis
return..
No bid will be considered unless accom actively serving in that aristocratic
within About a week.
American growers as well as by panied by a certified check, drawn to th
expensive
regiment,
and
the
First
spinners or various European coun order of the French Land and Irrlgatloi
(EHcuve Juim din.)
Kansas City and return $44.55 ALBUQUERQUE PLAF.i!.Sl'2LL
The simple life has become so popCompany, In the. amount of Five Hundred Foot guards.
Arrive. Depart
tries.
From the East
son
reason
When
asked
why
In
Germany'
dead
even
his
the
' Complaints were made by
that
ular
the
.Oil)
Dollars,
(J.
to liquidate damages to th
:80P Norfolk and return, (60
7:45p
Mo. 1. Southern Cal.'Exp
the Eu
Sliowcnses. mission Furniture, fctoro
ropearts about the inferior methods of company in case of a refusal for any per ahadlinetransferred from the guards to must have It.
12.20 p, l:00n
No. 3, California Limited
M'iU-ri- al.
Fixtures nml HnHdi
cavalry regiment, the- Pasewalk
The first "lm pie life' cemetery" In No.7, North.
baling and transporting the cotton on toon promptly enter Into a contract
ÍT't"
10:65
12:465
Cal.
Mall...
$72.90 mid liiir
day limit,)
.
the part of the bidder to whom the cuirassiers, the kaiser replied:
"I am Germany, consisting of 300 acres,
Últjr
p
12:20
11:45
wnicn tne growers admitted were not bond
Mex.
I
No. . E T. 4
Ep.
work may be awarded.
not rich enough to keep a son of
he made near Munich.
A. J. Love, Proprietor
so good as they might
be. Thev
the We-stSpecifications
blank forms of propo mine in the guards.' Ills majesty left
All the beauty 'i
woodland No. :,From
the
promised Improvement, and Invited sals and rorm orandcontract
!
S. First Street
.
V
I:00
a
Chicago
i:25s
Phone 4113.
al!.
Fas;
v
may be seen
It an open question whether he was in scenery will he preserved in the new
the Europeans to visit the cotton the office of the company.
p 6:20 p KOCOKKO
COrXTY TAW.
No. 4. Chicago Limitad
or
Jest
no
earnest.
garden
will
be
of
dead.
the
There
Bids must be enclosed in scaled envelopes,
fields and attend the convention at
City. Exp.. :40 p 7:20 p
1IMI7.
St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
rows of white headstones, monuments No. 8. Chi. A Kan.'
Atlanta Tn October, when many dlffl and addressed with the name of the bidder
From the South
bo
urns,
Is
story
will
pretty
A
memorials
or
to
Joseph tii melt, Proprietor,
the
but
here
related
ami
be
must
delivered
at the office of the
cultles might be smoothed out and company
Chi., Den. A K. C. Ex :S0 a 7:00 p
J 20 West Ontral Avenue.
and economical restricted to wooden crosses and rougli No. 10,
not later than, tho above named show the orderly
ICiMc to Socorro iukI
$:!.".
valuable information exchanged
by
y with branch train
10at
connects
La
in
No.
EJQUOr.S SKKVED. AM.
hour.
family.
stone
spirit
Imperial
cairns.
date
of
and
Printhe
CHOICE
to
IK'turn
27
direct contact between growers and
:!.
IRRIGATION
CO., cess Victoria Louise, the emperor's
Flowers will not be allowed, al- tor Santa Re and stops at all local points In Tickets oil siilc Sept.
the popular Kiries. K?no vcry Mon
spinners on the cotton fields them- FRENCH LAND ANDSpringer,
K.
PITRDT
MexIcVi.
Aeent
1st.
T.
Octohcr
New
lluill
flowNew Mexico. only daughter,
growths
wild
though
charming
of
natural
ordered a
tiny, Thursday Unci Saturday nluhu.
selves during the harvest.
The party of spinners who sailed
from here Saturday last, include EnggrAaiC;
i lit: kcono.mist K73SrsvJCBSTSIK3'.X3J mn :ciMtiT irnnv
O.NOMlsr
THK KCUMOM1NT
THE
lishmen, Germans, Austrlans and Italians, and they will make a tour of
KHIHON SECTION
the cotton country lasting eighteen
HOSIERY SPECIAL
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Prince George of Greece, who is
engaged to Princess Marie Bonaparte,
the
of Napoleon I.,
might once have allied himself closely to the English throne. Some years
ago a marriage was being arranged
between him and Princess Victoria,
King Edward's eldest daughter, but
her state of health forbade any union.
Princess Victoria's malady is apparently incurable, and likely to be
transmitted to any children she might
have.
The obstacles against the marriage
were therefore Insuperable, but naturally the real reason for the falling
through of the match were not stated

BOO

hose, Maco

dozen women's
In three

Varn.

weights light,

great-grandnie-

at that

time.

Very

transparent

medium
leg
heel

and

double

sole,

heavy spliced
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high spliced

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Ready-to-We-

and toe, Hermsdorf dye.

Slips

to 10; good

Special

SOo

ar

value,

Phone Ordér Filled Promptly

tAe

Mail Orders Prompii) Filled

ex-

planations, about the objections raised by the Greek church to the marriage of cousins, etc., were given out.
Prince George and Princess Vlctorlu.
of course, are cousins, the King of
Greece being brother to Queen Alexandra.
One 6f Ireland's most serious troubles is the appalling Increase of Insanity among her people. That the
Irish are rapidly becoming a nation of
lunatics is indicated by statistics given
by Dr. Graham, medical superintendent of the Belfast and District asylum.
He shows that there Is one insane
person In every 179 of the population,
und that there are 2,300 lunatics In
Belfast and county Antrim, where
fifty years ago there were only 350.
The total number of lunatics In all
Ireland Is 25,050, or 5.2 per 10,000
of the population. The Increase of
Is strikingly
In Ireland
lnsíánlty
shown by the comparative Increases
three kingdoms
In the ratio In the
during twenty years:
1881.

.

England
Hcotland

Ireland

tf

Watch this Space for

Great Special
Underkn) ear Sale'
:

30.4 pes 10,000
34. per 10,000
30.6 per 10,000

1H01.

-

40.8 per 10,000
England
per 10,000
45
Scotland . . :
56.2 per 10,000
Ireland
Continental emigration, of course,
has affected the statistics of lunacy
The population is rapidly
In Ireland.
being drained away to the 'United
States and the British colonies, while
nil the Insime persons are left at home
to crowd the asylums.

JVcjct WecR.

Because Mr. Haldune, the British
minister of war, recently placed an
order for 216,000 horseshoes with an
American firm and accused the British manufacturers of being too slow
and also of combining "when a war
office bird Is to be plucked," has got
himself Into exceedlnly hot water.
The president of the United Horseshoe and Nail company, the largest
concern of Us kind In Great Britain,
writes In a London paper:
"There Is not an atom of truth In
Mr. Maldane's statement about an understanding between manufacturers,
and we refute his suggestions entirely.
There Is no ground fur his assertion
that he gut qiil(l;r delivery Infrom then
a
AnierU nn ill in. and we are
to pruvp thin the whole statement
post-Ho-

I.

nliHiiluli'ly false.

"Mr. italdanu alleges that

he has
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JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED Competent girl for cooking and general housework, family
of four; no washing and pay $30 per
month. Sirs. D. W einman, 618, Copper ave.
vTTÑTKtJ Al
Apply R.x.m lo. ijrunt building.
W A N T B Is A iiuiseñTTl.1. Appiy

ihadbfiirne.

vÑTKt

"u

Tijeras.

V.

man

aKrt
Adaresa

mhhü
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h.iuüfkM-iiIn-

H.

lllnh.
WAXTK- D- Dining

Mr.

lr

MoneyPiano,toOrpins,
Loan

light
13

Apply

at

H.

Kirl.

FOR EXCHANGE
ESTATE in KÚswéll," N"m., for
property
n this town.
Call at Los
Angele
Rooming
llousé, Suuth Third
street. Ci.ipir.
REAL-

Zicner s Ou.'e.
At .nre.
WANTED

housework
u girl (
717 W': Hold.
In small iii'Tilly.Apply
VAN'i't;t-laJy stenographer, with some
knowledge of office work.
Address 11,
cnre of Journal.
llrl stenographer at the han
WANTED
tf
.fose Marekt.
for millinery
Kli!
Apprentice
WANTED
and dressmaking. Misa C. P. Crane. 512
North Second street: phone 944.
une living at
vXxTKUtiumirmi 1. Hotel,
Wm Sll- home preferred. Craige
tf
avenue.
ft
Experienced, lunch counter girl.
W ANT III)
Caff. South Second street.
WANTED
C"iiiieteiit girl lo do cooking
aatol general housework; mall family;
Itoo.l tairi.
Mr. Simon Stern, vi W.
t'..pper avenue.
housework;
WÁNTKU C.I.I
f"r general
Apply mornsmall family: enoj wan.
ings, j. i.eo Clarke, au Went liorna
tf
A sjlesw omun lit miillnery deu .1KI
partment at the Kconnml'..
;

Men-hunt'-

ave-r.u- e

WANTEDMiscellancous

VAXTKD
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V
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lo
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IwelllMK, nicely located, first class
fill lilshi d iind lint ill tihlieii. W. II. In every woy; $.MI per nioiilh. Lloyii
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Mr.Millioli, r.al
'talo broker,
lliinsuker, a.'i V. (lolil.
West "oíd Itvonti.-Foil IIEÑT Nicely furnislicd room
,;u- Mat,
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FUl: ItFN'l'
in modern house; no sit k.
fioa X,
V. II.
ro. Tii hot. I loomini? Iiou-ie- .
Mr.Millioli, real
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Nealiy furnished rooms at
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rooms anil board. Jz
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SAFETY DEPOSIT

$ .90

-

quart tins

In
In

-2

BOXES

FOR RENT

1.75

gal. tins

3.25

-

MCscjijSSsshf."
We

guarantee this oil to

BALDIUDGES YARD IS THE PLACE

finest quality of

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stodc of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building; Paper, always on hand

be of the

imported

any

the

into

OR

ll

If

ICiW TTT

C. BALD RIDGE
J. TlíTiT'T

tiitrnrrnniiK vfw MirTir'

17TRST

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

room, new frame, corner lot.
Highlands, good outbuildings.
3 ruom brick, cellar, good barn.
near car line.
Iliufi 4 room frame, north 8th treet,
r.O ft. lot, city water.
n;o 4 room cement finish adobe,
hums, shade, on car line,
lisr.u 4 room frame, bath, electric lights,
Highlands,
tl !io- - 4 room .'mine, Highlands, clme
In. cement wains.
room brick, bath, cellar, barm,
l.'JjO
K.
Edith street.
Infill r, room modern adobe, lot lfitig
123.
shade and fruit trees, fourth
ward.
s room, two slory frame, modfJl.'ii
ern, near park.
0 room modern bungalow, good
3i,un
location, lot
lljtiO 7 room, 2 story residence, hot
water heat, corner lot, W, Tijeras.
Mt'.D LI room brick rooming homo, In
Jliirid

.1

ll-t'-

.1

J;1,

good

Iflr.oo

residence location.
11
room modern resldencs,

location, near park.
good

Koine

fins

properties and

business

ranches for sale.
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Real Estate, Insurance, Surety Bonds, Loans.
'
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Prisco Train Wrecked.
S.
Two coaches of
Prisco passenger train No. 4 front
by a collision
Texas were
with a freight train Just Inside the city
Inst nlghti Several pas
limits
sengers were injured hut none were
lie Height ran tnrougn
killed.
nil;
open switch upon the main track juti
as the passenger was pausing. The fact!
that tile freight crashed between the
ciiacms prona uty prcveniou a great
St. Louis, Sept.

lt
I

loss of lite.

you

Oil ask

Olive

use

us

for

BEAUMARCHANO

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

THE

Finest for Salad, Salad Dressing,

OP

SOUTH

JlND

TO DEPOSITORS EVIiltY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AM) SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
1150,000.0.
CAPITAL
Officera ana Director:
OLOMON LUNA, President.
W. 3. JOHNSON,
W. t. BTRICKLER,
AMdsUnt Cashier,
Vice President
ud Cashier.
GEORGE ARNOT. .
WILLIAN McINTOSO.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
4 C. RALDRIDGE.
O. B. CROMWELL.
KXTENDS

It's Better

The

Jaffa

Every Day

Grocery Co.

"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"
tlail Orders Killed

Same. I)a

as IJcccIveil.

sHyiiitiats.iwtMi,mr
DRINK PILSENER

Cultivate
A

Self-Intere- st

SHT.

4

Mece,.

IIOTKI. P.ANdK.

TKN-HIII.-

SKWI.Nfl M.vrnixB.

t

UltOP-lllCAI-

KXTKNHPIN

yltOP-I.KA-

TAIII.KS.

little harmless selfishness Is nil that
ill keep yuu en the straight ruiul tn
ir..spci Ity. Cultivate nn Interest In y-nuwn 'Interests by reading and usIiik the
rla'siflcil nds reiriilurly mnklnir thein
ser.' yeii. takinK them Into ilnily purt-n.rshOn the duv that no
of effort.
one advsrtlsfs the thing you want, then
yourself.
SKkliiK for It.
an
ml
wrile
Hve
with these want nils.
thatn tasks to do errands, nucsts, canponies
publicity
vassing Harness thesa
and keep them at
he want ails
work for you. It's a harmless selfish-ncsA

STOVKS AND II RAT Wtf4
AT IHIKATI.Y ItKIirCKI IMIU'ICS.
SKR WINDOW IilHpLAY.

fs3

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
ox

BISHOP OF LONDON
PRAISES ROOSEVELT

What Ails You?
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent,
havi) frequent headaches, coated tongue,
bitter or bad tasto in morning, "heartburn," belching of gas, acid risings in
throat after eating, stomach gnaw or
bum, foul breath, dizzy ipclls, poor or
variable appetite, nausea at times and
kindred symptoms?
If youSive any considerable number of
thesrxivetrytftrtoms you are suffering
fronjlliouniWplÍ "ver wlih

Sept 28. The bishop
of London was (ho center of interest
at today's session of the Hrotherhood
of St. Andrew. A greut crowd cheered
him upon his arrival. Addressing the
convention, the bishop said: "To have
a good Influence over people you must
be absolutely ni might, and right here
let me Kay that this seems to be the
lending characteristic oí your splengolden
Pr. Pierce's
did president."
rovrrv la ni:uTe up of til'' tti'it.
The di legates later were received by
ftterlirpl
Val'iai'le med"icinal princiiíles kno" n to President Roosevelt.
nieiliciil science for the permanent, cure of
Hague Conference.
such tiliiionii.il coiidipfHjlt Is a most
The Hague, Sept. 2X. The comellicicnt liver invlgorator. stomach tonic,
peace conference which
bowel regulator and nervo strcngthener. mittee of the
has been discussing the propositions
Th "(iolden Medical Discovery " N not regarding the treatment of visiting
a patent medicine or secret nostrum, a warships in neutral waters, today votefl
full list of Us Ingredients being printed unanimously in favor pf wurslilps beand attested under ing allowed to take on hoard
on Its
coal in neutral ports to enable
oath. A glance at Its formula will show
to reach the nearest belligerent
them
or
alcohol,
harmful
no
It
contains
that
port. The committee was unable to
g
drugs. It Is a fluid extract agree on H period in which belligglycerine, erent warship should be allowed to
made with pure,
of proper strength, from the roots of (ho remain in neutral ports.
following native American forest plants,
Editor Nonilnad d for Muyor.
vi.., (rolden Seal root, Stone root. Mack
Cincinnati. Sept. 23. Colonel LeoCherryhark, Queen's root, Hloodroot, and
pold Markbelth, editor of the CincinMandrake root.
Volksblaad mid l'ast CommanTim following leading medical ttithorll les, nati
Loyal legion, was today
mol if s host of (ilheis, etol tho fmeifolnii der of the as republican candidate for
nominated
s
tlui
iuailments
of
such
fur
the
cine
nit
iKivesytniitoinsliiillcate: Prof, li Unrlholow, mayor. Congressman Lungwort h preM. i.,o(.leirrvui Med 'ollei.'e. I'hlln : Prof, sided.
H. C Wood, M. I.,nf I nlr.of Pa t Prof Kd win
M Hole, M. l.,of llslilieinailll Med. College,
Kellogg Confers Willi Itonapiirlc.
Clilcsk'n; Prof, .lelin Klnir. M. !., Author ot
- Special
28.Sept.
Washington,
Prof. .Inn. M.,feinl-lieAmerican
M. L., Author of Hpecldc Medicines: Prof.
Attorney Frank H. Kel
States
I'nlted
I)..
M.
Iiept.
of
Med.
I'nlr.
I. aiitence Joliiiwm.
liiKg nrrlved here from New York topTof. F Inli-KIIIiikwikkI. M. I Autlior
N.
day and conferred with Attorney Genuf Materia Medica and 1'rof. In Hennell Medieral llonnpiirte on the progress of the
cal College, t tilcaifo. Hend natno anil
Postal Card to lr. It. V. Pierce.
Standard Oil hearing.
Washington.

Htlffl-cle-

bottle-wrapp-

nt

d

r.

The First National Bank
IN THE TERRITORY OP NEW MEXICO, AT
THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS AUGUST ii, 19071

AT ALBUQUERQUE,
.

KESOIBCE.
Loans nnd discounts
Overdraws, secured and unsecured
.United States bonds to secura circulation
United States bonds to secure United Hmtcl

Premiums tin United
II. m. Is. securities, etc

States bonds

206

E.

Central

Avenue.

N..y and reeelvi !rre Ismkiet- irHIng
Ilie almvc tnedl-c- sl
entrada from wrllliiirsof all endorsing.
In lh
authors and manvot Iters
and every
terms,
Kt n nfirest
each
sisslhle
of uhlcli "tiolden Medical
err " l eomnoHisi,
lir. Pierce s Pleasant Telleta reirulale and
miilllU'll, liver nnu isiwei. i n.-inTlsorai
mav Is- - nsisl In ronlmieilnii Willi "(Iolden
Medical lllseoTerii " If Ikiwi'Is are much eon
tlpat.sl Tbefr tiny ud auKar-coatt- d.

llco

.Icwclcd Sworil for I'i'cslilciil.
Washington, Sept. 28. President
ItoosevcK was today presented with a
handsome Jeweled Japanese sword by
j
Tanieinon Hitachlyaiea, the champion
'
wrestler of Japan,
Pul Piulo Mliirnil Mulo mm ami prevents lllllluiisnrss. Ask futir ir.Mr fur It.

$1,84.1,3(17 II
05,255
200.000 00
100,0110
00
8.001) 00
' 64.374 8
Ss.r.OO 00
09.881 46
80,173 63
DS7,9'.'S
01
1 a.OT.S l)i
17, 23 05

ii

deposits....

Banking house, furnltura and fixtures
Due front national hanks (not reserva agents)
Due from state banks and bunkers
Due from approved reserve aitcnts
Checks and other cash Items
Exchanges for clearing; house
Notes of other national banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels and cents
Lawful money reserve In bank, viz:
Hpecl
f 101,221
Lega! tender notes
66,003

'

Redemption fund with United States treasurer
eent ot circulation)

14,9115

,

Total

1,897

0
B"

167.224

16

10,000

Ot

5

00

(5 per

; i

.

I3.296.87

41

MABIL1TIK8.
Capital atock paid In
,
,
'
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and taxes paid
National hnnk notes outstanding
Duo lo other national banks
Due to sluts bunks and hankers
,
Individual deposits subject to chock
Timo certificates of deposit
Certified checks ., .,
Cashier's checks outstanding
United Stales deposits
Deposits of United Htates disbursing officers
Reserved for taxes
'

Ot
00
78
00
71
1S201 83
l,fir.oeo7 71
1,178,89
81
41
74
,
29,437 40
21,710 87
74Í711 00
.
2U.080 00
$

JOO.OOO

60,000
1,108
100,000
301.ÍK5

,
.,

..13,236,87

II

Territory of New Mexico, County of Bnrnnllllo, ss:
I, Krank McKee, cashier of the abovo named bank, do iolemnly
awear that the above atntement la true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
FRANK M'KKH, Cashier.

CorrectAttest!

J.

14.
R AYNOT.DS.
M. W. FLOUItNOT,
A. V, M MILLEN,

Iluf-fal- o,

Raynolds Building.

BEER

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

-t

fOtig

BOTTLED

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

Little More

5

MlSSluX PAItl.ort

ALBUQUERQUE, H, M.

BANK OF COMMERCE

KREAM BREAD

KRACK

.

triplo-'reline-

KITCIIliS CAHINKTR

wttu ample means
unsurpassed factxjtees

USE

tiablt-fonnin-

lloOSIRIt

ALHUQUEUQUE, N. M.

VIADUCT.

Etc,

1

iighl,
7,room.

improved, In Rood location; will divide into i wo tracts if desired. Lloyd Knit
"m.m. "a 23 Bouih
llijiifiiko'. I'lifi W. fluid.
Seventh street.
tf
Kl 'II ItK.Vf
Large, weil
house, mo
furnished front
Foil SAI.K Five-rooJ.1..'. per month.
locution in Highlands; If de.
loom; 'iti.-sAddress Dr. E.
'.red suitable for light housekeeping.
N. Wlison, 417 S. Arno
Hi
Soiilli
Kdith
street.
i'uil HA K Two c..ttages snd four rurner
fuinlsliei-d-room"lll'.NT.NIiely
Knit
al
las .li.sp ktrsler's Ci,.r Pa.

Large

'

Beaumarchahd

Albu-(inoniu-

by

Hold avenue,
the
from October 1. Inquire Horrattalle & Co.,
f T a
unable
7
1
Hold
avenue.
.
lr.il.v-.N o ely
t uilllsbed
i'l. lit It .;.N"i'
I
M
In
Also
caiage. same locality.
rooms,
')4 West Irf.ad svenue.
modern house, bath, also rooms for light
A'o
.
I.
good helglihoih
HIS W.
Henry housekeeping;
fnrhished for light housekt-eplngCoal.
Lo.kbart, ut rsn.h.
per I'uil ItKNT I'ui iilsh. d
nn for one .
I'lltl liKNI' . I II house, modern.
two gentlemen; Lain, el. trie lights. 4.
Ail.li.-s- i
m .nih.
ir. K. X. Wilson, 417-- B.
South K.iiti, street
Arno.
Pull TtKNT Large barn with stalls for I'lllt I IK N'T - I'ui lushed fill! room; model li,
H.
'l
lei health Seekers
five nors.-fifth slreet
atol plenty nf rttfim for vehicles large Imy loft and corral.
Address J. I'lllt lti;.vrTw.i furnished looms for light
.1
I
M'.rnlng Journal.
housekeeping, with Use of bath and electric Habla; no slik people or tourists,
lió

rooms,

1,1--

BANK
STATE NATIONAL
ALBUQUERQUE.

w

1

Hood milk row cheap;
months old. Apply ibis East

s

Coal

L

Address

SALE

VA

FOR

Judge Ira A. Abbott yesterday gave
a verbal opinion in the matter of the
refusal of certain coal operators and
dealers to flutter questions put by
tho territorial" grand 'jury as to the
causes for the present high price of
coal, holding that the territorial
grand jury is acting vcithin its powers under the territorial
law, in seeking the information,
and that the coal dealers and the employes of the operators must answer
the fjuestions.
The decision is one of vital Importance, since it is hejd to sustain the
validity of the territorial statute, a
validity which whs (iiiestioned in the
argument by counsel for the coal
dealers nt Friday's hearing, and since
it makes it possible for the grand
HOMEOPATHS.
jury to proceed with its inquiry into
DR3. BRONSON & RRONSON
the recent slutrp advances in the
Homeopathic
price of coal lo consumers in this
Physicians and Surgeon.
city. The contention of attorneys for
Over Vann's drug store. Pboae: the coal men at Friday's hearing was
Office
and residence, 828.
that, the court was without jurisdicN. M.
tion and that the law under which
the grand jury was seeking to act
DR. IV. M. SHERIDAN
was invalid in thai it was held to he
Homeopathic
in conflict with the Sherman act. In
Physician and Surgeoa.
it was held that the questions
Occidental Life Building, Albnquer addition
propounded to Hie coal men were not
one New Mexico. Telenhone RS
relevant ?md could not be asked beVTrTERINAUY.
fore a trlti jury.
The territory, represented by AtWM. BELDEN
torney Julius Staab, held that the terVeterinary.
Phone 405. Residence 402 S. Edlih ritorial law was not In conflict hut in
furtherance of the Sherman act, and
that as to the relevancy or irreleDENTISTS.
vancy of the questions the witness
Dlt. J. D. KRAFT
had always a refuge in his consti-lutionDental Surgeen.
right to refuse to answer any
Phon,
Building.
Rooms
Harnett
which might tend to incrim-inat- o
744.
Appointments made hy mall ouestioii
him.
AllCIIITECTK.
The ruling by he court Is a com-fo- r
piete victory
Mi. Stanb's conten-nlloF. W. 3PENCER
lion and will
the grand jury to
Architect.
Phone nt!i. 1221 So. Walter Street. proceed with its inquiry.
The jury niljoiirneil yesterday aft
ASSAY Kits.
ernoon until Monday, when it Is possible the inquiry may be resumed.
W. JENKS
Il Is understood that attorneys for
Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
certain of the coal men will continue
Engineer.
609 West Fruit avenue, Postofflcs Boi to advise their clients to refuse to an173, or nt office of F. H. Kent, 11 J swer questions put by the grand jury,
and In this event an interesting sitSouth Third street.
uation may result.
L
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KNl.iM'.KRS.
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ASSESSOR XOTII'IIII) OK ACTION
PITT ROSS
IIV I.QIAIJZATION HOARD
County Surveyor,
S. (Jruiisi'elil, coiinty assessor yesterAttorney before U. S. Land Department. Ind Scrip for sale. Cltl en- day received word from the territorial hoard of oqiializatlon, showing just
gineering.
Hold Ave.. Onpoulte Morning .Tonrs' what action it had taken in the appeals from Leinalillo county iigaliisf.
the Increased assessments levied bv
Mr. firunsfeld.
Might nppeii1 i were fil.wl before the
LAWYERS SHOULD
territorial board mid of the eight, six
were sustained In favor of the asses-- !
sor, while two were partially sus-- !
KNOW THAT
tained. The cases were:
Mrs. X. T. Armijo, X. T. Armijo,
Tim Ifirnlfii .Tnnrmil litis the heí
Jr.. Aurelia Armijo, Kloisu Armijo.
eiiulppod printing office In the southW.
Co., Albuquerque WaII. ilahn
west. Brief and transcript work Is a
Supply company, sustained.
Lawyers desiring ter and
specialty
here.
Alejandro
Sandoval
and
and Frank
briefs printed ns they minimi be nnu
on the shortest possible notice and at llubbell, partially sustained.
the must re'iMonnhle lltrure. should call
School Children's Mai luce Totlit v.
or send their manuscripts to the. Morn
As an especial inducement to t'li
ing Journal.
chool children, the management of
the new Crystal theater, at 120 West
Hold avenue, offer any seat In the
theater at this afternoon's1 perform- s
ance for ten cents Th h"-- this wecl-ione that especially npu;s lo 'tlie
BARGAINS
little folks. It is ce;:n end mostly for
laughable purposes only and a greiT'
IN REAL ESTATE
feature Is Prof. Ver Valin and hl.i
talking do!ls. livery school child in
4 room frnme,
city water, near
11000
GO
town should see (he matinee,
hops.
ft. lot.
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calf 4
street.
Ft lit SALE one team, surrey and
driving
harness, one
m. ire, (wo good
work
horses, one saddle puny. Can be seen
at my new corral, 3D) X. llroaduay.
I '.
W. Hunter.
Foil SALE Entire furnishing of
Call afternoons from
house.
1
lo ',. .MS W. Copper.
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the Directors and Officers of this bank is to establish a
reputation for safety and conservatism and to accept no
proposition involving risk in order to make an extensive
showing
Under no condition to underwrite speculative ventures, or schemes to "get rich quick."
Never losing sight of the fact that they are trustees
of a sacred trust and always ready to give an account
of their stewardship.
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American Lumber Company.
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Aide
WANT til
unmarried men between the airea of 21 and S'--: citizens uf
I'nlted Stales, of good character and temperate habita, who can read, speak and
Tor Information apply to
write English.
Ke.rultln Officer. ;o,1 E. Central avenue,

hit-

U

Planus,

Horses. stored safe'.y it reasonable rates. Phons
The Fecury Warehouss A Improveother Chattels; also on B40.
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
Salaries and Warehouso Receipts, as street
anil Central avenue.
low as 110.00 and tu high as JH0.O0.
Loans are' quickly made and strictly
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
private. Time: One month to one
yeer given. Goods to remain In your
ATTORNEYS.
possession.
Our rates ari reasonable.
Call and see- us before liorrowini?. R. V.'. BRYAN
Steamship tickets to and from all
Attorney at tw.
parts (.f the world.
Office In First National Bank Bulldin
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
New Merlco.
Albt.ntieroue.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Sid(.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
PHYSICIANS ANT. SURGEONS.
OPEN EVENINOS.
A. FRANK
SOS '.4
Central A v e n n e DK. CHAS.
Physician and Surgeon.
Special attention given to Skin,
Male
HELP WANTED
y
and
diseases.
i'xperieneeil "furniture Rectal
WANTED
Hours.
a.
p. m., 8 p. m.
5
Milesman: one who xpenlcs Spanish Rooms 4 nnd 5,in..Harnett bldg.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
anil KiiKlfsh,
ííoy to heíp aiounil dairy; DR. S. L. BURTON
WANTED
I'hysiclan
Surgeon
one who ran milk preferred. Mrs. Highland Office, and
10 S. Walter tret
I.. M. Martin. Mountain road and
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 10S0.
First street.
R. L. HIT,:T
Young man an assistant
WANTED
Physician and Surgeon
bookkeeper. Apply at Kconomist.
Rooms 6 and f. X. T. Armijo Building
-In
to
clerk
A boy or young man
A.N'I'i;!..
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
gent's furnishing goods atore and learn
the business. Address A. care Journal.
DRS SHADRACH & TU
Man with office experience for
WAXTKI
Practice Limited
general office wmk In this city. Address
Eye. Ear, None Throat.
X. care Morning: Journal.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa F eosst
VANTI-;Young man to work In store. lines. Office 313
West Central ave
eare Morning Journal.
tf Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.:
Address M
r.
n
i

Ki HoaYdersTí r the best tit
board in the city. Also a few
615K.ntral.
fine rooms f.ir rent.
WANTKÍ
llentle delivery horse.
Furniture Co.
W ANT
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MORNING JOURNAL,

Bubscrlbed and sworn to before m
,

Directora.

this ?r,ih dnv of August, 107,
8AMUEI, PICKAItn,
Notarr l'ubllo.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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program
art excellent
of talks,
speeches and debates was held.
John Waggoner spoke up in "Boosting for the School." A very Interesting
debate upon "The Advantages of Small
and Large Schools for the Development of an
College Man."
Fred Forbes and Allan Keller were
the talkers.
David Lane discussed the possibilities of the adoption of military tactics at the University.
William Wroth spoke upon "The
Manual Training in Colleges," and
William Sterling made a decided impression with his Illustrated lecture on
the University, with cartoons.
Fergusson talked about the
FAIR OFFICERS WILL HELP. bigHarvey
hunting exploits In New Mexico.
Allen Keller presided while Hugh
.WORK ALONG AT SOCORRO Bryan
acted as secretary.

MORNING JOURNAL,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

LAST ADVERTISING

un
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TODA

Horses Now at the
Fáir Grounds Stables, With
More on Way Announcement for Montezuma Ball,

The last big advertising effort for
the the coining territorial fulr will be
made in Socorro today when the officers of the fair association will go
down with the cxeuiislon
crowd
loadedthe guards with hot air and
hotted paper. In the party will be
Manager Jay A. Hubbs, his assistant,
Mr. Webster, Secretary Koy A. Stamm,
Manager Sowers of "Fighting the
Flames," and in addition every Albuquerque man in the crowd will
himself a fair booster for one
long day. It Is expected that Albuquerque will be well represented
at
Socorro's big day.
-

con-Ktitu- te

LOTS OF KXTIURS 1'OU

UOIG1I HIDIXU TOl' II X A M EXT
Walter O'Brien, manager of the
cowboy tournament which is to be
revived at this year's territorial fair,
and made one of the stellar features,
returned home yesterday from a trip
through southern New Mexico.
He
brought home, with him ten entries,
all from riders who have reputations
to sustain. Two have been received
from northern Colorado and It Is expected that about twenty men from
the range will be formally entered
when the rough riding begins. In addition, Mr. O'Brien, who knows the
Now Mexico rango like a book, has
secured a large number of outlaw
horses of the most vicious character,
horses that are guaranteed to furnish
the excitement if given a chance. The
bronco busting Is going to be full of
thrills this year, If Mr. O'Brien can
manage It, and ho believes that he
can.
Twenty-On- e
Horses at tlio (round-- .
There were twenty-on- e
horses in the
fair grounds stables last night and
more are on the way, everal being
due to arrive today. The track is as
busy a of old and some fast tryouts
are being done. The drivers say the
track Is unusually fast this year and
that the meeting Bhould offer some
surprising marks.
Soldiers to Play I5ns' Hall.
In addition to the other athletic rio- inm Which the I'll V:i
in n.MI i.i.M
off during their stay in Albuquerque,
the will present an exhibition of soldier base ball. There are two teams
with the troops coining to the fair, one
of them being the holder of th :
championship of this military division.
Oeneral Thomas of the department,
will arrive in Albuquerque the evening of the 7th, according to a letter
received at fair headquarters Trom the
department headquarters
at Denver
yesterday. He will be accompanied
by two aides and quarters have been
reserved for the party at the Alva- rado.
Montezuma Ball Announcement.
For the benefit of those who contemplate attending the Montezuma
ball at the Alvarado Friday, October
12, and especially for the visitors wh'
are In the city at that time, the committee on arrangements announce that
no Invitations are to be sent out and
the public in general Is Invited.
The parlors of the hotel will be at
the disposal of the reception committee at fi o'clock. A canopy will he
provided, to extend from the entrance
to th curb for the protection of guesti
In cv(;nt of inclement weather.
Entrance, will be on the First street side
Regulation evening dress is evxpeted
of both ladles and gentlemen.
Tim
grand march, led by Mrs. J. A. Weinman, wife of the president of the fair
association
and Governor George
Curry, will begin promptly at
o'clock. Carriages may be ordered for

Mat-son-

TO THE GUAM)
MAItSIIM, VOU fa I a WEEK
Colonel John Borradalle, marshal In
charge of the parades of fair week,
yesterday made public the following
order:
''The following citlnens of Albuquerque are hereby appointed as assist-amarshals, during the entire week:
Major J. K. Elder, Major C. C. Carr.
Colonel Perfecto Armljo. Captain M.
( 'I)onnell,
Jr. L. H.Chamberlin. Jesus
Homero, W. H. Hahn. V. W. Stronat,
Frank H. Strong. M. L. Stern, Ysldro
Sandoval, J E. Haines. They are expected to muster as. many mounted
men as possible of their respective
precincts for Tuesday, October 8, to
His
Excellency,
escort
Governor
Guorg Curry to the fair grounds from
the Alvarado at n. m. Bor order
"JOHN BOHRADAII-E- ,
Marshal."
ASSISTANTS

nt

1

1IAITY HESl I.iS OBTAINED.
Hy Hie I'sc of (lie New Scalp Antiseptic
It wouldn't take longer to number
the hairs on the heads of nomo people, the reason being they
haven't
many to number, in most Instance,
however, the fault U their own. A
germ at the root soon plays havoc with
the most luxuriant growth and causes
A remedy for
It to fade and fall out.
this has recently been discovered,
called Newbro's Herpicide, that act.
by destroying- the germ that does the
damage beside removing all Impurities from the scalp. In addition It
permits new life and vigor to enter
the scalp, and happy results are sure
Try It.
to- be objalned from Its use.
Send 10c.
Hold by leading druggists.
In stamps for sample to The Herpl-cl- d
Co.. Detroh. Mich. Two slücs, 50c
and $1.000. B. H. Krlgg & Co., special agents.
-

UNIVERSITY LITERARY
SOCIETY HOLDS MEETING
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BLANKETS

We are iltaiilayliiir

an

line of llieao gn.nl

ami now la the timo

tier ptlnnally

to. make your holiday

We have placed on

Sale 100 Pair 11x4
Wool

Blankets,

F.

in

Color

J, HOUSTON GO,,

15.00

Ladies'

flannelette

PAIR

A

.

in

Men's Victoria flannelette night
gownln assorted colored stripe,
pink, blue and gray, one pocket,
double yoke, gathered back, gussets, cut full length and width,
exceldouble stitched throughout,
..95c
lent value, each

FURNITURE,'
CARPETS
BED- AND
DRAPERIES
DING.
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Superior and l'lttshuri,'
Tumarack
Trinity
l'nüed Copper

10
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1

4
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47
33

ClBh C,,nm.llilul,.il
Wolverine, naked
Victoria

íi

4
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Toti & Gradi
North Third

HI

quality flannel night
shirts, made full and long, assorted
colored stripes, sizes, 12, 13, and
50c
14; each
Boys' good

Child's night gown made of good
quality' outing flannel, in pink and
blue strioe, lay down collar, trimmed with fancy braid to match,
Sizes 2, 3 and 4 years; each.. 50c
60c
Sizes 6 to 2 years,

BED COMFORTABLES.

NIGHT

flannel night
shiits in assorted light colors, one
pocket, double yoke, gathered back,
Men's heavy domet

Bed comfort, covered

fancy colored silkolinc,

Train.

O JJ

E HQ

U

D.

.

....

2

ii

ll'iíi

1

i

'

with

dark

red lining,

about
each

6

-2

j

205

jj

S Second

pounds, fancy quilting,

$1.90

Bed comforts covered with medium
light fancy colored silkoline, both
sides alike, cotton filling, 72x78
inches, weight about 7 pounds, fan$2.25
cy quilting; each
i

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.

want you to get the habit of
coming to our store for your wants,
and at the same time prove to you
that theré is a saving of from 10c
to 25c on every dollar's worth you
buy from us. Our way of doing this
is to offer these specials each week.
This week we place on sale at a
special price' several hundred tooth
brushes. This lot of brushes are
all standard goods, mostly all
French makes. Among them are
brushes that a great many stores
sell for as much as 50c. The lot
consists of large, medium and small
sizes, in flat, oval, curved, bent and
pointed oval, carved, straight and
fancy; in fact there are most all
shapes of polished bone handles, all
filled with genuine white bristles in
straight, curved and dental shape.
There is not a brush in the lot worth
less than double what we sell them
for this week. Come early and get
first choice. This week, each, only
10c
We
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planned for hini. In school or college
or business his clothes should be the echo
of his tastes and not of his father's or
have made
his uncle's. So Stein-Blocspecially designed sack suits and overcoats for him, in style adapted to his exacting demands in dress. We believe
they are what he has been searching for
and ask him to come in and find out.
h

Vc still have a big
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Will prevail in canned fruits this win-
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Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

and Machine Works.

Central Ave;, and Second St.

cow on

A

2H.

The following Doaton quntatlona ara fur.
Co., brokura, over their
nlahed hy F. Oral
own private wire to Alhuquarqua. N. M .
7 'a tr 17!
Amalgamated Copper
J7
ÍH
Ana.omla

flulta Coalition

505

Avenue

reel

rentera in
(KOCKKIKH,
I'KOVISIONS, UH.tIN, II.W
and Fuel. Fine lino of Imported Wlnea.
and finura. I'luro your ordera fo'
thi. line with ua.
I
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good

Bed comfort, covered with

count printed cloth, in large fancy
designs, red lining, woollen filling,
66x75 inches, weight about seven
pounds, straight quilting; each,
$1.50
:

1

MEN'S D0MET FLANNEL
SHIRTS.

NIGHT

OUTING FLANNEL

SHIRTS.

OUTING FLANNEL
NIGHT GOWNS.

'3'',

íi

BOYS'

CHILDREN'S

W. Central Ave.

Old lio mlnlon
(laceóla, iinki-i'airott Mlnlnif
Cfilini-MIiiIiik
Ithode Iidilllil. naked
Haven
Santa KV Copper

Men's pajama suits, made of fine
quality outing flannel, In assorted
stripes, military collar, four large
pearl buttons, pocket, draw string
on pants, flat felled seams, arm
holes made very full throughout;
the suit
r.$1.25

Ladies' fancy stripe outing flannel
night robes, double front and back
yoke made of solid color pink and
blue cloth, lay down collar edged
with fancy braid, cuffs to match;
$1.00
each

Albert Faber

308-31- 0

MEN'S PAJAMA SUITS.

STOCKS.

tloaton I'onanllilated
Hlnaham
Black Mountuln

Blinding AMKK'latlon.
l'liune
Ii.Vj West Central "venue.

Central

West

2 8.

l.AMK BAO.
n ailment for which Chamhor-laln'- a
Pain Balm haa prnvm eapnclally valuIq aimnat avery Inatanca It afT'irrla
able.
Mr. I.uka
prompt and permanent relief.
Ladrarme of Oranne, Mich., aaya nf It:
remedlca
other
platter
anil
"After uln
for three eeka for a hail lama hark, I purchased a hottla of Chamberlain's Pain Bulm,
ant two application, effected a cura." for
aala by all druKflata.

Atlantic

203

Fire

Rtrrrtnry Mattinl

InwirHnt'ft.

,

60c

Ladies' pink and blue striped outing
flannel night robe, double front and
back, hubbard yoke, lay down solid
pink and blue collar to match, finished with white button hole stitch
scallops, band cuffs, braid trim75c
med across yoke, each

A L B

Tilla la

Arlmna Oiniiinvlal
American Kaalnaw, aaked

Walker--

night gowns,

stripe,; turn down collar, hubbard
feather stitched braid
across the front; each
.....60c

five.

Kly
Cumberland
(Vntennlal
Calumet ami A,U"a
Copper ItHiiae
tienn Arizona
avia Unir
.
Kaat Multe
,
illobe c.inaollilateil
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THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

Boaton
Representing Manger ft
Mauger.)
(With Raaho
Albuquerque, tt. II
Ill North Ft ret fit

sloped shoulders, sloped arm holes,
pearl buttons, 54 inches long, cut
full wide, Extra good value; each,

NIGHT

yoke, with

the track derailed a through passenger castbound on the Chicago, MiTllf! MOST
lwaukee and St. Paul railroad near
killing IX Till: CITY.
late yesterday,
Hawarden
PIAN.
George Bowers, aged 15, and injuring

.

riione

blue and white, and pink and white

j

.

Ebop 410 W. Copper Ate.
.

WOOL
Aver,

and BUILDER Arthur E.

CONTRACTOR

made of good quality material,

,

.

Ger tig,

E. A.

B, RUPFE

W. E. MAUGER

RACKET!

FLANNELETTE
GOWNS.

LADIES'

.

AlJ'Oiea
Ar. i.lian

AMMUNITION.

Gold

H. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Iron and Braba Cantina, ora, Coal, and
Judge
Lumbar Cara, Pulloya. Orate Tara, Tlabbltt
of the I'nited States district Metal. Columna
Iron
for Build
court today issued an order for-- the Inca, rtepalra onandMining Fronta
and Milling Ma
summoning of officials of the Southern ohlnery our specialty. FOUNDHT,
Eaat Blda
Pacific railroad and the I'acllic Mall
Steamship company on the Indict- of Railroad Track. Alhuqueque. New
ments returned yesterday charging
corporations
with GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL,
the Harrlman
granting reductions In rates on shipments from Japan without filing the
three days notice required under the
'
: ...
.'
old law to be tiled with the Interstate
upon
Those
commerce commission.
whom summons were served are: K.
P. Schwerln, general manager of the
Pacific Mail Steamship company: A.
M. Garland, trafile manager, and W.
J. Hardy, agent; K. E. Calvin, general
manager of the Southern Paclllc; W.
It. Scott, general superintendent; J.
j
U Wlllcut. assistant secretary, and
f
treasGeorge Keadington. assistant
urer.

MINIMI

CUTLERY,

AT

HARRIMAN OFFICIALS Foundry

Cow on Track
Slnux City. la.. Sept.

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

204
W.

SUBPOENAS OUT FOR

isco. Sept.

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

White, Grey and Tan

Dummy Enlryman Allowed His Name
to He Used in Ketuni lor Similar
Courtesy Extended II lui.

Frant

ENAMELED WAftE.

205 West Central Avenue.

TRIAL OF SENATOR BORAH

San

whllo

STOVES AND RANGES,

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

IN

Boise, Idaho, Sept. 28. Mention of
the Meyerhausers, owners of vast timber land tracts in the northwest, was
made in the trial of Senator Borah
today for the first time. This was when
George S. Long of Tacoma took the
stand, and, stated that. In response to
a request from James T. Barber, of
Eau Claire, Wis., he had allowed his
name to be used as a "dummy" trustee In the acquisition of Idaho timber
lands. He produced a letter from
Barber making a proposition as follows: "Exigencies have arisen which
make It desirable to pass title to certain lands In Idaho through some
party entirely removed from association with the Barber Lumber company. The circumstances being similar to those which made It desirable
for you to use my name in connection with some of the Meyerhauser
Timber company's property. I have
therefore taken the responsibility Of
directing the placing of title to certain lands In you." Long said he had
been a personal friend of Barber foist venteen years. He received no compensation for his services as trustee,
never saw any of the deeds, did not
mploy Borah as counsel and. In fact
never met the senator until this year.
Attorneys for the defense asked Long
what the "exigencies" referred to by
Barber meant. "I suppose," replied
the witness, "they were the same as
arose In Washington when I was purchasing property for the Meyerhousc
company, and when I used Mr. Bar
ber's name. If we used the Meyerhauser name In any locality It alway.'
sent prices up and brought competition."
More letters tending to show that
former Governor Steunenberg was In
terested in the timber lands speculation were Introduced and read to the
Jury.
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Hi'iixhioii of l'luim for (ranliv
School Year himI Kwrlltlit Program tlreene
by the Khiva ( hill.
l.lr Ilotale
enaw
' The KliK'a Literary sochtv of Hie Kera
Mlrhlunn Minina
University of New Mexico held a leg-ul- M.ihaok Minina
Hireling last night at the Wom- ArvaiU Ci.naolliliilod
an "if club rooms. Itcsi.b's dlsi owing ..rth Hulla t
y anil invatu for the fKhool'year Mpli.iug
lolcrii-llii-

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

OF

Charles Q. Goodwin, cashier of the
Southwestern Brewery and Ice company, returned home yesterday from
an extended trip to the Cast. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Goodwin.
W. M. Haywood, representative of
the N. K. Fairbanks company of Chicago, returned to Albuquerque yesterday after an extended trip through
the northern portion of the territory.
The concluding ceremonies of the
feast of tabernacles will be celebrated
at Temple Albert this evening. Services will commence promptly
at
7:45. The rabbi, Rev. Dr. Chapman,
will officiate and preach.
O. A. Matson, manager of the Mcintosh Browns, who has assumed th ?
reins of managership after being laid
up In bed for some time, has arranged
for a game at Traction park next Sunday afternoon with the El Paso team
which plays at the fair.
A carload
of homeseekers
from
Garden City, Kas., passed through the
city last night on No. 1. On the exterior of their car they had pasted a
large number of stickers carrying pictures of Garden City, issued by the
Garden City Industrial club.
The annual meeting of the Improved Order of Redmen will be'heli!
here during fair week, convening October 7. The reception committee of
local Itedmcn has completed an Interesting program for the visitors.
's
The meeting will be held in the
hall, whllo the members will
make their headquarters at the new
Gradl building on North Broadway.

a. m.

While the decorations and expense
of the ball will exceed very much
that of any previous year, the price of
admission will be the same as before.
Gentleman,
gentleman and one
ladv. 15
For those who want to make prepur-- t
aiions Dciore mo ingiii or me ball,
's
tickets will be placed on sale at
book store and the news stand
at the Alvarado hotel.
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The Average American
The average American Is the man of the hour that is, he lives for today's pleasures and
troubles
lets tomorrow provide for itself. He would be in absolute want if thrown out
of employment for one or two weeks, not because of small income, but because he is regularly living up to that entire income.

the average. Whatever your income may be, makje expenditures less, and deposit the differences in this good bank. Make the start, and your pride in watching the growth
of that account will do the rest, and you will be largely depositing money that you will never
Be above

miss.

Why persist in living constantly on the brink of money troubles when it only requires the
start to put you beyond the fear that the loss of your position will bring suffering to yourself and those dependent upon you.

The

State
ffattona
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

anf(

sns
lie absent from
America for nomo
time. Ills official connection with the
OF companies of which he was prcaident
HELD FOR
entirely, and his
han been severed
successor, Mr. C. F. Barden of HoHton.
waa elected upon the acceptance by
the company of Mr. Knalgn's reaigna-tloA hoard of live directors waa
elected.
Thene directora will practically control the company's affairs.
I'ntll a board meeting is held the exact policy cannot be outlined, except
that there will be but little change
In the local management and that the
work will be contained In the various
corporations.
Baton's bent Interest
will be conserved and every possible
advantage be given the town In the
YOUNG ADVERTISING AGENT Robert Youns, Once Master of general plana of the company..
It is the express desire of the new
a Locomotive on the Old At management that they receive the
HAS HARD ROW TO HOE
of the people of
hearty
lantic and Pacific, Dies Alone liatón and vicinity In all the enterprises affecting tho community and
Tentorial Grand Jury Returns in Prescott Hovel,
their mutual Interests.

ISMS

PITIFUL DEATH

FORM
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Ten Additional Indictments
and Is Still Working New

Kohcrt YounK. known to the people of PreMcott, Ariz., where he had
lived for yeaiM hh "Uunnywick itoh,"
and unce a locoinntlvo ctiKlneer on t luí

Suits Filed,
fi'Uil Davenport

'I

!'

ll,.,H'l

of

IliiHliiiKX.
h.lVJ'

dicks

whose

gotten

i

i

-

suits of trouble, was
indicted by ihc traml Jury "n
llIK fills"'
ColllltS charging lit
k.i,
l.i link'-- ' will be arraigned

lilm into .lt

Kr!
ii

died
Atlantic and Paclllc railroad,
alone In a hovel In I'rcHcott Tuecday.
Tin- l'rescott Journal.Mlner oayw:
Yesterday nmrnliiK "hout H o'clock,
the dead body of Itoheit YounK,
known throtiKhoiil the city for many
yearn an "iinnynck It'ib." wan found
In h cabin on the MiooUnK grounds,
near the haae ball park.
The KrucHorne dlacovery wan made
neighbor, who
by llenry OatMinan,
had Ki'i'ii Youiik Bllve for the last timo
a Khort time after dark, Monday even-iiicarrying a bucket of water from
a nearby npilng. Youiik complained
III Ht the time, but refuaed
of beln
to allow Outxman to come to the clly
and call a physician. He told OatM-ma- n
that he did not want to ee h
doctor and nuxiicKted that the former
needed the service of a pliyxlt Ian
more than he did.
Oatsmaft reported hla dincovery t
the nftlcerx and the body wax removed to the undirtaklnK parlor of
Alan nnd Shannon, where tin InqueHt
wan held, a verdict heimf returned that
deceased came to hl death from nat-- "
Illa remains were Inural causen.
terred yeKterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
.
In the ('IiIz.'H'h cemeiery.
licceased wan aed about IS yearn,
and h native of Scotland. He resided
In thin city for the pant fifteen year
and previous to that time wan employed for many yearn on the Atlantic and I'aclllc railroad ax a locomotive emclnccr.
For the past few monthn he had
been Hlinont helpless, but bad I'cfuned,
from lime to time, assistance from hl
HI
neighbor.
Indicated
remain
thiit he had been unable to undres
himself for orne time, and had nlepi
In bin bed night after night without
even removing hln hoc. The dugout
where he made hln home wan covered
with nheet Iron and piece of old tin
rann. It wan formerly lined for ntor-In- g
the paraphernalia of the Prencott
Oun club.
He leaven no Immediate relutlve In
thin feci Ion.

yes-lid.- iy

I

with other prisoners during the early
p.nt ft this week. Th' grand Jury
nliiy returned
additional In- t in i' li t h
making a total of about
i'iiity ton f.n returned. .None nf the,
liiiln lincfil-- i have thus lur been made
public, in. my nf tlx- - Indicted part if.4
lint li ivliiif ben placed under arrest.
In
Tli'- k r.i ml Jury will probably be
M" !i'ii Hi" ijiuiti'r part 'if the week.
Iiiixiiliinl l.aml Suit. I lied.
Tin' S.in Mateo Ijiml company of
Albuquerque jewicrday íl t ! null In
i
rif i
fur Valencia county
ni
at: a híii a l.irn'- number "I defendants.
.f
KuIikIh Azure I the
li.'iu Jn-- c
I resinamed, charging
only
den c mi land nt the company In Knn- c. unity Mi'l illegal claims to
ami esking tln rourt for eviction
if defendants, ami that they tie re- lulicd to un croler claim to the Intnl.
appears for the coin-p-ifA. I!. .M Mi;l-t- i
1

-

i -- i

!

ti-I-

v.

y ,iil v.a filed In district court
for Hiiml'.vwl county which ha

yes-i.-n'.-

7. tin December 31 of
of
year, the governor
n Spanlali
province of New
di
Aragón
ttit-'to Andre
ri
,nt hi. luir, u grant of In ml known
.1 i
Tin' Fti Antonio de Ian Huertas
ca-;iam." The plaintiffs In tin'
ml noun- - twenty
linio (ni tile.
oilii-- t
who claim title to the grant
Im
n k unit
the unknown heir ,,
ili. Aragón, to prove
.f Andre
i,f the lurid, which Includes
it

ii

u

ti

In

I 7

ih.it
the tin
M'-sii-

e.

I

i

pon-.(.-

1I lo ).lIU' Tried.
BC- IjOpeX.
The rare i,f I
riiwil of the murder .f Luis Padilla at
HI be tried.
I, . Ph. lilla Jn 14.
h h' n tl" "t;tH Jury l called )ctoler
II. M. ". OrtU will defend lope.111

M

-

as
'i:sk.x itiH;s
I'ltKMItKNT OF

PawiMf Kill Show In Wreck.

AlIZ, H'pt. 2. Pawnee
.,r was overturned and
t'lhal"
n, ., turn sinish- d In a collision on the
.s.mthw. stein railroad
Pio and here,
I i,
i y
between Pawnee
iníil
Kbn truiii and u fie;g),t. One,i
nmv i,e of Injm li and neV-IMsl.ee.

KASTFIIX
y
Henry A. Knslgn resigned the
of the Santa Pe, Itaton and
Kanlcrn railway and allied companien
anya the liatot,
on Hptemtier
jltJinge.
companien representvd
Tli
comprise several col poi nl Ions consist-'In- g
i.lli.i. Were liijund. lathe
of coal mining and development
...
the hi liiclit. the coin paulen.
Ice, cold ntorage ayatcm
drew
(',,!... i i. In tli nliow
their und the Mnton Wnter company,
engineer
of
ifsed
the
n
the
.id il
Thene entei prlsen w ere begun and
i, w K iln Hiinile up tío- - track.
built up to their piesent condition of
V,
I
be development largely by the effort" of
i,r irewrieliKiMlem getllMg
Mr. Knslgn i.illn from
few Mr- - Mr. Kiislgii.
;(.i,,:f'r.(i.tr? Nfu.l rriI otier
'.New York lod.iy for Kurope, and will
.
ict I iinml

lii

i

pren-Idenc-
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WEEKLY REVIEW OF
WESTERN

Colorado Springs, Col. Dr. E. A.
Hitter, the well known mining engineer,
whose reports have covered a wide
range of camps in the best producing
sections of the west, has lately made
of tho
an exhaustive examination
Montezuma silver district, and is convinced that It Is a camp of wonderful
Engineer Hitter says
possibilities.
that the drop In silver values In 1X93
gave a severe blow to the district, but
that the conditions ruling silver, lead
and zinc mining have seen a remarkable change during the last live yeaiv.
He" also slates that the distance of
NOTES.
RAILROAD
Montezuma from the beaten trail has
kept this canil long In the background, but that it Is coming Into Its
and Engineer own again, and several properties are
Conductor
reopened with great sucline were 2 d (lallup.here yester- now being
cess. "Two years ago," he saya, "soie
from
day on No.
enterprising mining men began, t
Freight engine No. 931. used on the clear the old tunnels and to reopen
eecond district of the New Mexico di- the best among the old producers of
to the the camp, and their efforts are being
vision, has been transferred
Mining men
It pulls splendidly rewarded."
third district temporarily.
to Colorado
one of the refrigerator fast trains and Investors returning
Springs from Montezuma report the
from here to Las Vegas.
town crowded with visitors and ae.
From
commodatloiiH at a premium.
An the result of a hot box on the
appearances the Hood Ide of prosall
limited
California
the
car
of
buffet
perity is flowing to thin long neglected
yesterday, the flyer arrived here ten district.
minuten late and was delayed about
while
twenty minuten In departing,
Mansfield, Ariz. The general mannew axles were placed on the car.
ager of the Mansileld
Mining and
Smelting company reporto large bodAn a result of nprandlng rails on ies of free milling .ore In the lilack
level, with
the Los Angeles division Thursday Cap mine at the tlfty-fonight, as No. 2. the Atlantic express, some good sized streaks of shipping
was pulling out of a small station ore. Sloping will he begun as soon
north of Los Angeles, the locomo- as the upraisa Is completed to supply
tive was derailed and the train waa the necessary ventilation. CJray cop.
held there about eight hours, arriv- per has been cut In both the lower lev.
ing here at 2:4i o'clock yesterday els of this mine, and assays show
afternoon, six hours and forty min- 34 per cent copper, 80 ounces silver,
and .7 ounces gold, or a total value of
uten behind time.
copper.
Fortunately the train waa under 1 17 1.9.1, figuring on
level
control of the engineer or a bad Recent usxays from the fifty-fowreck would have occurred, but little show assays of from $54 to 1214. It
management
and
damage wan done except that the en- is stated that .the
gine Jumped tho track. The accident leading stockholders of the company
looking
steps
the
have
toward
taken
occurred about 10 o'clock at night
and few of the pansengera were aware Installation of adequate milling facilities for the Mansileld ores at a very
of Mny trouble.
early date.
INTERESTING PROGRAM FOR
Jerome, Ariz. Mr. Ell Uarrett. a
pioneer Arizona pismpector of thirty
W. C. T. U. CONVtiMiiui-- J years' practical mining experience In
the southwest hag the following to any
In regard to the Jerome district: "I
Mlnsltcr'n Oratorical CoiKe- -t IValurc confidently expect to nee clashes bethe l'nlted Verde, the Jerome
of llic TiuH'rMini Workers' Metrt tween
Verde and other adjoining properties.
Ing Here lliirlng the Fair.
In Untie there was an underground
war on between the Amalgamated
over the manner In which
One of the most Important conven- andticlnze
veins of ore were followed. There
tions of the coming fair week will be the
In likely to be trouble of the same kind
the annual territorial .convention of at Jerome. Hut
aside, outall
the Woman'a Christian Temperance siders do not begin that
the
to reallsse
I'nlon, October ( and 7. The
great copper deposits in Arizona.
are to be held In the Presbyte- There Is more copper In the hills of
corrian church, and the public
than exists In all other copdially Invited to attend
all sessions. Arizona
per districts In the world combined. In
X'.
platC.
T.
a
evening
.Sunday
W.
the Jerome district alone there Is
form demonstration will be the chief enough copper to almost equal the enof
entertainment.
the
feature
tire production of the copper mines
Anullier Interesting feature of the of Montana. The sulphide ores are
contention will be o minister's ora- nearer the surface, too, and they have
torical contest, which will occur heady been encountered."
Thene
Monday evening In the Pi eshj, lerla n statements are of especial Interest to
will lend wH'h companies iislln- - Verde Orand,
church. Tight minister
their eloquence to the occasion and ; tho Cleopatra and the lioslon and
Incidentally compete for a handsome
whose proiieitles are rtlrfcttj"
gold medal. Six of ho contestanti j (irtitlguoim to Ihn holdings of Qb
one
rie frnm Albuquerque pulplis,
diked Verde.
from Ijin Vett.tn and the eighth n vln- -'
David II, Moffntt,
King minister.
Kxcellent music will v Denver, Col.
president uf the Denver, North western
complete the program.
(n-cnla-

dead-lieade-

ot

nt

and Pacific, states that there will be
no further delay In the construction
of the road. Competent Judges assert
that the road will be a money maker
from the start, as it will pass through
some very rich mineral regions, notably Summitt and Routt coundes in
Colorado, while the Encampment and
Snake river districts of southern Wyoming should also furnish a ' heavy
and profitable tonnage.
Phoenix, Ariz. Investors returning
from the Copper Creek district of Yav.
apal county describe the Sunset copper property which has lately been
attracting
considerable notice, aa
fairly bristling from end to end with
copper bearing outcrops. There are
eight or . ten parallel
ledges, all
trending In the same direction, and
ore samples can be picked up right at
the surface which assay as high aa
$210 per ton. The lodges frequently
reach a height of several feet above
the surrounding ground, and show a
width at the surface of from two to
ten feet. The machinery now In op
eratlon on the property Is of tho most
substantial character. The consensus
of opinion seems to be that the Sunset group will fully equal the Rosalie-- ,
Its Immediate neighbor, which Is now
among' tho heaviest shippers of the
district.
Laramie, Wyo. The incentives to
the construction of new railway lines
through this section are greater than
generally appreciated. The Laramie,
llahn's Peak and Pacific railway, for
Instance, is counting on a revenue of
$2,0011,0110 from coal tonnage alone,
as the North Park coal field
are
known to contain 125,000,000 ton of
coal, which should yield a daily output of 5,000 tons. This road will also
pass through a rich mining section
that will furnish a heavy tonnage In
precious metals. The gold output Jif
the Albany county placer fields
likely to be enormously Increased a
soon as the extensive dredging opercommence along
ations promised
Douglas creek, while the Snake river
district of southern Wyoming Is likely
to furnish some surprises In the way
of heavy copper and silver production. The railway In now nearing
completion.
1
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Rreckenrldge, Colo. Wo many new
ore shoots are being opened up In the
Wellington lead and zinc mine that It
seems Impossible to walk more than a
few feet In the workings without coming upon an ore body.
One of the
best of those recently uncovered
eight feet wide In the breast of the
tunnel, and there are three feet more
on the foot wall, making a total width
of eleven feet. Heavy shipments
from the Wellington and Oro tunnel
continue to go forward.
Cripple Creek. Colo. The latest
rich strikes In the Delmonlco are no
surprise to experienced mining men
familiar with the history of the district. In fact, It has long been
known that Stratton regarded the
Delmonlco as among the very best
of his) properties, and It would have
been almost unaccountable had the
present operator failed to strike pay
dirt In rich quantities at the same
level where It was encountered In the
Isabella, the Vindicator and the Find-leThe 400 or B00 ton of ore Just
exposed will average $70 per ton, and
good shipments are already going
The management of the Consolidated company Is highly satisfied
with the turn that events have taken.
1
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GRIEVED TWO DIE AS RESULT

DEATR OF FR.
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Pioneer Priest Whose Life Has JUAN MARINO AND WIFE OF
Been Spent in Good Work
PADILLAS THE VICTIMS
Passes Away in Las Vegas,
Dr, Osuna After
Examination
Hundreds of people In Bernalillo
Declares Canned Meat Was
county and throughout New Mexico
the Direct Cause, of Deaths

who have
kindly life,
nouncement
at 3 o'clock

felt the Influence of his
toe grieved at the anof the death in Lag Vegas
Saturday morning, of Rev.
Father A. M. Gentile, 8. J., a plodeer
of tho Jesuíta In this part of New Mdx- Ico, a man whose faithful work ha-ii-!
left Its mark on the territory and
whose strong character and active,
useful life, make his death a heavy
loss to the church and to the people.
Father Gentile was born at Hene-ventItaly, July 16, 1838, and when
eighteen yeai's of age consecrated his
life to the work of the church and'the
Society of Jesus. His education was
broad and thorough and his training
for the difficult work In which he
spent the best fifty years of his life
was complete. In I860, when the Jesuits were expelled from Italy, Fr.
Gentile went to Spain, where he completed his education for the priesthood and was sent to take up the mission work In New Mexico? His record has been one of unbroken service
since that time. For many year he
has been the editor of "Xtevlsta Católica," a weekly newspaper devoted
to the Interests of Christian work and
which he has made a success. For
more than year Father Gentile has
been In falling health, although
he
has persisted In his labors up to a few
months ago, when he was forced to go
to Ijií Vegas for rest In the hope that
a Change of climate would be of benefit to him. His death veaterduv was
not unexpected.
The funeral service will take place
In the Church of San Felipe de Nerl.
In. old Albuquerque, next Thursday
morning. The remain-- - will be laid
to rest in Las Vegas.
Speaking of Father Gentile last
night, another pioneer of New Mex
ico, who ha known him long and well
said:
1
'Humanity lost a faithful frloniTj
one
on
and the church of Christ
earth
of Its most devoted laborers, when
Rev. Father Gentile, at La Vegas yesterday morning finished his work and
responded to the kindly Invitation of
the Master to come up higher. The
telegram bringing
the news says:
He died at three o'clock.' Hut that I
a mistake. Such men as Father Gentile do not die; they merely put aside
this mortal, t o put on immortality, and
while the many thousands of loving
In
New Mexico
hearts throughout
which his memory Is emhalmed, will
proreceive the announcement with
found sorrow, they will but mourn the
world's loss, through his great gain."
will

Third May Die,

Ü

7 Ptomaine poisoning, alleged to hav
noen caused by eating canned meal.

ressulted In the death late 'Friday
night of Juan de Dios Marino, find
early Saturday morning of his wife
Mrs. Solidad Marino, well known people of Las Padillas. A brother of Mis.
Marino, who also ate of the canned
meat. Is also a victim of the deadly
poison and Is not expected to live.
Dr. Kleglo Osunu, of Albuquerque,
was called to Los Padillas late Friday night to attend the Marino.
When he arrived he found Marino in
the death agony and although he did
all he could to relieve him, the man
died soon after his arrival. The physician then turned his attention to
Mrs. Marino, who was also suffering
terribly, but after working over the
patient for more than live hours the
poison won the victory and at 3
o'clock Saturday morning death came.
The physician continued his fight to
save the life of the third victim, and
late last night he was still alive although In a very serious condition,
Dr. Osuna made an examination
yesterday of the food eaten by the,
Marinos shortly before the poison
made Its appearance, and found what
he considers unmistakable evidence of
ptomaine poison In canned meat of
which all three victims had ruten.
Marino was 58 years old and his w ire
They were respected people and
43.
Mr. Marino was comfortably fixed
financially. Relatives of the dead live
in ha raso ami no lunerai announce- mcni win oe nuuti penning ineir arv.
rival.
v
Salvadore Armljo, Justice of Ihe
peace In Los Padillas precinct. It
last night, would make n
Investlgatigatlon
Into ( the case, alIs
though it
not known whether an Inquest will be held. The bodies are
held at the Adams morgue,
Other
The Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
B. L. Lucero died yesterday morning
at the home, 709 North Third street.
The funeral will be held this after-noofrom the Sacred Heart church.
Interment In Santa Barbara cemeteiy
The Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. M
Martinez, of lOast Harrias, died yesterday. The funeral will be held' today. Interment in San Jimv cemetery.
W. D. Callaway, who
came here
September 23, from Hattlesbuig, Miss,
died at his rooms yesterday,
Th,
family of the deceased have been informed
of
his
death.
OI R NftV TKIH'MONK MURFtl
1
W. J. Wahlley, aged 12 yearn, of
.
Fonrv-- i
ih
nmMiirit thi-hD.
ALU ATM A 'OMm:ors) (I IKK BrAOV Wasblngttn,
P., died yenteiday
TO TAKR VOI R OHIKH. NO M ATI KB morning.
A brother,
arFdward,
( (.
HOW MAM.. r, U. 1'KATT
rived here Thursday after learning o
the serious condition of bis brother
MOKMN'41
JOTKXAL WAST Al
He will take the remains to the
UKINU RKHU.TH
capital for burial.
o,
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AGIKXCYFOK
CViitcnicrl Gloves.

Onyx Hosiery..
GeiMha Waists."
liiilttTlok Patterns.

A

11

AGKXCY FOIt
Dorothy IxhIcI Hioi..
K. & Ci. Cornets-- ..
.
B. Corsets,

Moneybuk Silks.

m

To demonstrate the extent of business in this department we wish to say that sales are unusually large, tfte.tfij
best goods are going fast, everybody is trying to get the best styles, and to do so requires an early selection. We fñ
ñ want to convince the people that we have a larger and better assortment of new wearables than will be found (ilse- - ñs
lQ where. To prove this fact we invite you to look through the stock and satisfy yourself that this statement is coirect. p
'
'
IM No extra charge tor alterations.
P

m

The record breaker silk skirt in colors, sold under reasonable guaran- tee.N Price each . .
$5.00

Fine wtííte net
waist, new designs and patterns,
silk lined. This waist sells from $6
to'$7.50. Our special price, each,
EXTRA SPECIAL

ii

Special line of high
selling at each

..$5.00

ra

rare bargain at each

A

skirts

....$7.50

quality rustle taffeta skirts,
$12,50 grade, Price each $10.00
From Fifteen Dollars to
Dollars we have the prettiest and
most handsome line of petticoats
ever shown, Imported French designs,
Thirty-fiv-

$7.50

large selection of the new plaid
silk waists, all colors and sizes,
Worth up to $10, Special each,

A

.. .;

m

........$7.50

lawn'waists

in

Al
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1

1

1

1

I
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Exceptional values in high grade,
man tailored suits, the latest fabrics
and styles, This season's

3
CONSUMPTIVES. BEGINS
Time Is Coming When Relief
Measures Must Be Adopted
Against Doomed and Impv-eiishe- d
Dumped Into Spilhi
west,

-

pruliwt frnñv
aulhiiritii- - of
Hip
anil towns tn
Hn.l Arizona. h hcitiR hoard iiisaln. It
the
!
Hip
jvrolext against
jif
rourt
UioHKl'tlPC. "r rriniiUHl
to UiIk
.astern physltlanff' In 'HondlnK
country tho Impoverlnhf il, helpls
of tubprculoKts,
htiiI tlylni? victiniM
who are too 111 to make a living, too
,
r lo huy the nccessltlcii of llfn,
a ml with no hopo of .recovery from
lh. uhttp i.lactte.
A prominent
A!lmiucrfu.' man who
h,iM much to do wllh rhrltnhp work
Mimo to thp Morning Journal' edito-- 1
rial room yeUrrt.fy with a cllppinK
from a Tucaon newnpappr which he
The clipasked lo liave pulilintu-d- .
ping follow:
"If the cantern doctors who to ail
appearance.,
treat the unfortunate
person iix long hm they have the
me.tni pnd then, when their funda
are exhausted. Hend them to thin
country, would cease that practice
much unnecessary suffering would he
done away witfl and the expenses of
caring for the Indigent and Invalids
on tills county would be greatly re
'
dined."
This tviiK the statement today of
Hupervlsor J. I'. Ilohusen, who looks
out for the sick who are without
rneaiis here. He dinted further that
the number of poverty-stricke- n
who come here (n the Inst
mages of the dreaded .illsease In inil
creasing rapidly and that If every
for aid from the county were
heeded it would be but a short time
until the county ,would be bankrupt'.
"Yesterday we were compelled to
refuse three applications for aid," he
"And this Is but a nsln-pi- e
remarked.
of what happens every day. It
eceniA that the poor unfortunates are
b inniiig early to come to Tucson,
and If the increase continué when
the cold months set In back east and
In the north, the county will be aadly
The hiihuhI

Wiiil of

New-Mexic-

The spirit of
them the suffering begins.
the people of the southwest is all
Supervisor Hohusen stated that the ight. 1 can give you hundreds or in
attention, of eastern people could not, stances where people of my acquaintcoin-forbe too .strongly called to the fact that ance have denied themselves
and even necessities to lend aid
I'lma county' funds have a limit and
that If all of the persons who come to some helpless consumptive.. The
here with small means were taken fault, and the crime for It is a crime
lies wllh the eastern physicians who
care of at tho county's expense, that
ones to the souththe cost would mount far Into the send these helpless
thousands. He is also of the opin- west, with Just money enough to get
ion that when conditions nut here are here and no means of livelihood, and
learned, more care will be exercised no strength to work. It Is these wen
In sending
invalids here without who must be impressed in some way
or another with the needless suffering
bur"Tucson Is just one of the cities and they are causing and theonhelpless
a generous
towns of the southwest which are call- den they are placing
ed upon to bear this burden," said people. How to do it. I do not know,
the Albu(iieriue man. "It Is a sit- but the time is coming when It will
uation which Is becoming more and have to be done."
more serious year by year and the
lime Is coming fast when some kind Oystnl Presents Another Change of
Show.
of remedial moans will have to he
adopted to put a stop to it all. It
The new Crystal Theater will preIsn't because the people of the south- sent an entire change of program towest aro- not humane and kind; It is morrow. This will be the third vaudenot because we do not sympathize ville bill these people have offered
We do
with the helpless sufferers.
sympathize with them and we help People Tfill F,ch Other Alwut Hand Thlnga.
tiicni
II we can'and as many as we
Twelve yei ago few people knew of ei.ch
can: but we haven't the money to a preparation aa a Powder for the Feet.
is
no
"and
Today
all,
of
care
them
there
after the genuine merit of Allen'a
take
ha been told yeer after yeae by
Albuquerque,
way to get the money.
to another, there are
annually provides temporary
relief one gratified pereon
would aa aoon go without a
who
mllllen
for hundreds of these poor people. dentifrice aa without
the dally ue of Allen'a
The numbtjr of charity patients cared
It la a clean, wholeeome, healfor In St. Joseph's sanitarium Is Just ing, antlaeptlo powder to be ahakea Into
one evidence of our willingness to do the ahoea, which haa given real and
to4lred and aching feet In all parti of
all we can. but there Is a limit to our
i
'means and when "that limit Is reache.it the world. It ourea while vou walk.
'

ap-pei-

up aitainsf. It.

"if

course there are casis that can

We are human
not b'( turned down,
here, and the poor fellows who Pome
wltho,it means are human beings ami
they re Hlways treated as such, but
owing to the heavy demand on us
we can only help I h most extreme
U wit hout cure
"ases., When A per
and Is too weak to travel, we mils'! of
n re--send him to the hospital, but
in (..
which mr not ciiliieiv hopple no ' (i
': h;V'
t!c .1
t H I; tt and vatv to go on
.ome. t

Poot-Ean-

c

Koot-Baa-

eom-f.i-

i

a fine quality suit

'

Broadcloth suits

..

$22.50

U

--

little money, Seven-eighth- s;
black broadcloth, 'kimona
large arm hole and sleeve,

grade materials.. Per suit, only
$17.50
..
to

The finest

An opportunity to buy a fine

of serge, the latest Prince Chap effect, Linings and findings of high

ly high

ings,

$45

317.50

;

length,
effect;

'A

strict-

1

fÁf

...$50.00

Fine opera coats in white ) chiffon
broadcloths; the most fascinatingstyles Prices
1$35 to $7Q
l
r- -4

;

fit

coat for

grade coat; guaranteed lin,1. $22.50
Each, only

Other up to, each,

Fancy invisible stripe and plaid suits
Jn colors, The finest styles of the
season, from
.$20 to $65

un

I

to another town, we furnish
with transportation."

a

in

broad-

13
I
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our public since their opening, September lfith, and the third time Is the
charm, they say.
The Four Franks In their blackface comedy, "Her Other Husband;"
Logan's illustrated song, "Why Don't
You Try;" Prof. Ver Valino, the wonderful ventriloquist, with the large,
wooden-heade- d
family; Hilly Heahurt,
the concertina specialty comedian;
the moving pictures and Godfrey, the
supple acrobat, will all close their
week's engagement at the pretty (lold
avenue house with tonight's perform
ance, and will be succeeded tomorrow
and all next week by an entirely new
lot the bill which closes tonight at
the Trinidad, Colo., Crystal. Everybody who Is down this way from
Trinidad says the Crystal has an excellent show up there this week, and
If that's the case, we will have a good
one here, for we get it the coming
week.
It Includes fieaman and Alto,
the merry burlesquers. In a travesty
entitled, "Little Willie;" La fiord and
Kyerson. singers, dancers anil comedians; a black face comedian, n novelty aot and a fresh illustrated song
and new moving plcttin s.
Heanliful
little Imported
Jevel
boxes of Cernían bisque will bo presented each lady and little girl who
attends the Tuesday souvenir matinees at 2:30 and 3:45.
NOTIf'K.
All peraotu. having billa, agulnut the
piense preeent I hem no or before
firet lo A. E. Walker, probate clerk.

i
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SOLID AS PIKE'S PEAK

mmmmm

HONEST CONSERVATISM
IS SURE TO SUCCEED
An Interesting

r

!

.

OF DENVER, COLORADO
The Morning

-

In the Mornlnc

Journal I'roin 1'orimr lieslileni
( ill II II

umlu,

!!

Journal, Albuquerque,
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The Pioneer Old Line Company of Colorado
'
Attica, Kas., Sept. 27, 1907.
I am pleased with the
Gentlemen:
fight for good government which you
The Guaranteed Convertible Dividend Policy
have been leading against the "ring"
who have'retarded the welfare of ,'i v
lasue.1 by ua la a decided atep in advance uf tlioae lusued hjr otl.er companies.
It
Mexico for so many years.
what tliey estimate, and if jonareeouaiderlng Itmurance yuc cannot afford
guarantees
You took up the light when no
In
erery
oountj Id the itaU,
not to iureatigata it. Reliable agt'iita wanted
other paper dared or cared to do so,
Special Inducements to High Class Traveling Men.
and the effect was Immediately felt
ROUT. C. rKKWITT, Manager.
and the reaction has not yet reached
Commercial Club Building, at
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW UEXICO.
its climax.
M
'
8
1
regret that having left Gallup I
shall be obliged to have my Journal
discontinued at the end of my subscription, which expires In November
or December, I think.
Here Is wishing you. the Journal Wliencyer you want your PreacrliiiJons filled promptly and accurately or
and New Mexico the best that's going. If you want DKL'GS and MEDICINES sent up
to your house In a fcnrry.
The good, honest conservatism of
the Journal Is bound to bring success,
Yours truly.
CHAKLKS D. STOFKU.
N. M.

CaJl Up Telephone 789
WILLIAMS DRUG CO

Sick IleadHihe.
Thla dlaeaee la eauaed by a derangement
of the Blomach.
Take a doae of Chamber- taln'a Stomach and l.lvcr Tableta to correct
thla dlmirder and the nick huadacha will
dlaappear. For aula by all drugglata.

-

BLUE FRONT.

X7W.
S

JI7 W. Central Ac.

PATTERSON
BOARDING STABLES

X. AND

LIVERY

S11-S1-

.

V!tmt Silver Avenue.

Telephone 57.

Albuquerque, New

rara

i

Uhe Future

Pailroad Center of

Mexico

...
and Improvement Company

OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA Ft SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Belen UoWn

JVeby

THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQÜLKQUE, N
WtbT rnUiV. üAtVtblur. aimu UHlüAüü IU oAN rKANUIbUU ANU 'J)l

immwLTOMATMm

i

ot
streets and avenues, riht in the
Are the owners of the Belen 'Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
is
Fe
Company
Railway
&
Atchison.
Grounds,
now grading !ts extensive depot gi
Santa
Topeka
The
Railway
Depot
Fe
upon
directly
Santa
the
arid
city
center or the new
freight
Harvey eating House, round house'.
passenger
and
traffic,
miles
immense
of
to
accommodate
side
of
track)
its
(capacity
long
70
mile
yard limits 800 feet wide and a
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc. . '.i
1L
It
i!l II
Dl- - nt.-- 4 O ., . f.IM- I- ...UU U.. Cr
rrn . i
tl
J.. THE CITY Or BtLtN has h population OT Ham ana several large lYiercarunu nuuses, uio Dtsieii raicm nunei ivuhí wmi u; iw Daneii a uay uapituuy, wiuoiy, eiu, u t
its location upon the great trunx line leading norm, south, east ana west, i
largest shipping y point for floür, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico,
through Be!
All fast limited, mail, express and freight-trainwill pass
IrliteH Rtatfis and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated,
nnintQ in
.
.
.
. .
.
IV
I.
i
wvw
l.ll.VJ III tho
a comm
two
Belen
a
public
churches,
school
unsurpassed.
91
good
climate
has
Coast,
5,000
and
water
The
is
house,
rMcwo, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific
On?
hotel,
third oft
and
in
low
good
The
lots
and
prices
terms
ottered
are
newspaper
a
easy,
ciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
Title
8
per
warranty
deeds given,
cent per annum.
perfect and
i
i
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at
chase money cash;
person
in
call
prices
to
or
lots
write
of
t
particulars
and
lots,
choice
For
further
the
to
If
wish
secure
you
early
Come
70-fo-
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rare bargain

V

coat ever introduced at theprice,
Silk trimmings, satin lined,
Each,

-

m-a-

INFLUX OF HELPLESS

length, black

ts

cloth, kimona effect,

:

:

ts

E

A

$10.00

!

Seven-eigh-

only

White skirts to wear with fancy
white waists, Serges, Panamas,
and other materials of quality,
to $20
prices

I

:

I

Made by the world's most famous
skirt makers; fit absolutely perfect,
We guarantee a fit,
Black voile skirts from $8.50 to $25
Ask to see our special value at $10
Colored skirts made of panamas,
serges, voiles and the new stripe
and check effect broadcloths, These
goods are well worthy of your attention; see the different patterns
and styles,
Special value in ladies' high grade
man tailored skirt at
..$8.00
A fine skirt for fine wear, at, each,

:

in
silk kimospecial
nas, Elegant patterns and color
he most elegant line in tne
ings,
city, Prices
$7.50 to $15.00

lace and embroid
ered effects at big reductions,,
All

e

?r:.
long
quality

A

Tailored Suits

;

Fine

The finest lace waist ever sold for
the money. Black, white and ecru,

3

M

grade

Tailored Ccíats

Tailored Skirts

Petticoats

Silk

Fancy Waists

Secretar

Mtu

a
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H. B. MENINO
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Business)

Mner.

Intered as second clise matter at the
Btnfrica at Albuquerque. N. M.. under act
"t Concren of March I. 117.
YMK MORMNO
JOl RN AL 19 TIIR
l.KAOINO HKPt Bt.ICAN PAPKR Ot NEW
MKXK (). at I'PORTINO THE PBINCIPI.KH
OK THE RKPIBI.1CAS PARTÍ ALL TUB
TIME. ASU THE METHOHS OF THE RE- 8I H A.N I'ABTI WHEN THE! AKE

KiiiHr.

virrnlatlAB lhaa ot ether tper la
Xtw Mexico, The only papar la New Mrilca
Uaoed Tcry dar Ib tha ear.
a
journal hm a hlhr
Moral
ratln than la arcorded ta nay other
paper la Albiiqiiernne or any olhrr daily la
Saw Mealec" Tha American Mewtpaper Di

"Tat

rector)-- .

drew-lallo-

,

TERMS OF 81'BSl KIPTIOX.
Dally, by mall, on year. In adrance. .$5 00
.
Dally, by earrlx, one mun'.a
SO
Dally, by mall, ore mcntti

.

Al.Bl'Ql'ERQ''E

NEW

MEXICO

AlVKKTISI.(i.

FAKK

Kvery now and then the merchants
the town or rather we ought to
say, some of the merchants of the
town are taken in and done for by
Take advertising schemes, which arc
worked by wandering adventurers.
Harnum, the great showman, declared
that the "American people like to be
humbugged," and he grew rich by
making use of his information. These
advertising fakirs make money in tin
same way, by playing their game on
The man. who
the unsophisticated.
has been sold once Is hardly ever
taken in again by the same scheme,
but the fakirs know that, and are
constantly Inventing new schemes.
And there are Also new dealers going
Into business all the time, and they
serve to keep up l lia stock of materia! to be uorkod upon. Htid as was
remarked a day or two ago by a gentleman who Is Just now working a
scheme which Is very attractive to the
unwary, "There's never a total failure
of the sucker crop." Hut every
"sucker" who Is caught sends Jusl
that much more money out of the
country, and thus hints by that much
his own business as well as that of
every one else who is doing business
In the town.
The only proper thlny
to give the' wandering advertising
fakir, is the cold shoulder.
of

'

the

great rainstorm

so many of the eastSunday and Monday
Star' of Tuesday

The weather bureau
tremendou;.
declares that no records were broken
by the precipitation, but there Is n'
desolation over the fact. With
house washed from Its foundations In
one of the suburbs anil the little
creeks and rivers raging beyond their
banks, the local situation comes close
enough to the sensational to suffice
for a long time."
on the same subject the New York
Commercial of Tuesday morning says:
"The storm that drenched us late
Sunday afternoon and all day yesterday was a corker from a rainfall
standpoint. From the time the drops
started to come down on Sunday afternoon until early last night when
things cleared up. there had been a
tot.il rainfall In this city of 2,u
Inches. This Is the heaviest for the
(Via
'lirr,.fif vftnl
b.tiviwt I'lnorl.
enceil previously being during last
month, 'when ' I .(! 6 Inches fell In
twenty-fou- r
hours. What hit us in the
way of a ducking Isn't a marker to
whiit some other cities got. Hartford.
Conn., got 3. 4 Inches In twelve hours
ending last night."
-

MIIKX TIMK WAS YOI SG.
The democrats of West Virginia, It
Mated, want Henry IS. Davis to uc-- i
ept their nomination for governor.
but vigorous Irt
He is eighty-thremind and body, and keeps in close
touch with affairs, financial and
His friends express the opinion
Unit with him In the lead his party
1

e,

po-lltl-

win.

And that will probably remind H
Rood many people. In different part"
of I he county, of many things w hich
liar come to be generally regarded
an ancient '1ioiv.
has had an. Interesting
- years was a power Ht
days West Virginia
lemocratlc as Old
lere were IochJ
feuds,
but
fonal
party Its suprein-en- .
Kenna, Faulk-anage- d
to keep the
.ralle column,
ring all thai time Mr.
In sympathy with his
latlonal pronouncements.
4 man hi knew
the basla
ucee In this country too
In the democratic cry In
tariff for revenue only,
did he know the value of
policy In which hl rap-,iln- g
atate wm vitally Inte was of the Randall
nioi rsls, as was his cousin,
for regular- n.
supported flea trade can-- .
free traOe platforms, he
rrender'hls Individual view a
,

.

le

lJCt.
however, the people of
lnla decided that their Inter-- a
with the other party, and
tailed It In local control. I.Ike,
ey sent men of that pally !
ail I hem In congress. f!e!lev-i- i
iiimi i ion, and seeing that they
profiling by It, they rust fhelr
,

or

s.u'ktv.

Secretary Metcalf has received the
report of the special turret board appointed after the accident on Hhe battleship Georgia to make a general Investigation of turret construction and
handling with a view to suggestion of
measures to prevent accidents hereafter. The board was composed of
Lieutenant Commanders Kaiser and
Vogelgesang and Lieutenant Palmer.
They Inspected most of the ships of
the Atlantic fleet, which are equipped
with every type of turret and Investigated the possibility of danger to the
guns from the magazines.
The secretary was not Inclined to
go Into detall concerning the recommendations which had been made, but
It was Intimated that they Involved
a great deal of change, which will Include practically all the ships now In
service.
The proponed alterations include safer installation of electrical
appliances, removal of combustible
material from the turrets, greater
protection from fire, and Improvement in the gas ejector system, aimed
at the prevention of flarebacks. The
board also recommended
modifications In the present type of turrets

'

' No, Not aa a Rule.
Ceorce P. Anaell. Boston's brilliant and
powerful defender of anímala from cruelty,
waa talklnr about nature faking.
naturo
"Mv friend iWlll Lona Is no
fakir." he aald. "but I admit that many of
our myriad nature writers are. These men's
Idea of a lie aeems too closely to resemble that of a little boy I know.
"The boy's teacher said from her desk, one

','

i
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CHASE &
SANBORN
TEAS AND
COFFEES

rd.

,

known everywhere as
the very best.

and tha Story.

How many tlottcl accounts in your J7F.DGEU. toilay that takes up
room and wastes valuable tunc bclntr In tho way?
Ky tho J.OOSIS
SY.STKM these tictoiiiits could be tils- "

jtoscil of.

The Majestic Loose Leaf Ledger
"A-

B.H.Briggs&Co

120 S.

St.

HAIR GOODS

James Slaughter.

and

In-

DEAD MATTER?

WHY HANDLE

oys

Ma

Fills the Itill.
word to the wise- is sufl'lclent."

II. S. LITIIGOW
and Kubbcr sfaini) maker. Phono

ISookMiuler

See E.

as

021.

rcul estate.

Investing their savings

lit

And there Is no better place to Invest in real estate west of the Mississippi

than Albuquerque

and vicinity.

sulo at reasonable prices.
money

A sure

dividing.

Journal Itulldlng.

O. Price

"Somo are born rich, others acquire riches" by Judiciously

and unimproved

We have both Improved

properly for

tract Inside city. Suitable for
for the one who has the foresight tu snap it up.

We have one aerease
makor

sub-

W

arc offering some good ranch property, also a few furnished houses.

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.
TELEPHONE?
8H8.

yH

Living Death.

Why. these things are as absurd aa

a

m'

SEIO

"The Into fcCenator Morgan," said a resicrease In paper prices between the
which will give greater speed in hand- publishers and paper manufacturers dent of Hclmn, "was a keen nature student,
and nature fakin. was as abhorrent to him
ling and at the same time allowing
has resulted In several proposals for as to the greatest personages In the land.
Morgan throw down
once
for greater safety In handling ammurelief by men interested in newspa- i "Imagazine sawwithSenator
a sneer.
nition.
"
ho exclaimed.
iukc,'
pers.
'Another nature

McPartland's
Hats

ab-

as '
Walter Wellman seems to be un- surd
"And then he laughed and said that it
willing to assume an unnecessary risk reminded him of un address that he onto
It has been declared by defenders
missionary make.
In order to please a skeptical public. heard an
" in China, dear friends.- said tha misof Standard Oil thaf If this giant mosays
he was at Spitzbergen to try sionary,
He
regarded
Ufe
as of but
is
'human
nopoly Is broken up the I'niled States
to reach the pole, not to commit .sui- slight value. Indeed, if a wealthy China
will lose control of the world's mareasily
can
m:cn is condemned
to death he
cide.
hire another to die for him; and 1 believe
ket In petroleum products. The "man
many poor fellows get their living by thus
In the street," as the Kngllsh say, is
The Washington Star thinks "prac- acting aa substitutes.' "
not likely to worry over such a
tical people will be found to insist
It Looked (ootl.
so long as he has a chance to that what our civilization needs is not
"At a tea," said a Washington woman,
jet his oil necessities at a fair rate. bear hunters so much as mosquito ex- "the late Julia Mugruder told us a story
about a lUMu iclrt whom she onco took out WHEN YOU
Imbed, says the Washington Star, If terminators."
EAT BREAD
(o luncheon.
ess oil Is shipped abroad there will
"At the luncheon's end Miss Magruder
The most palatial hotel in the world handed her waiter a $20 bill, and the man If It Is of our baking, you cut bread not
be more for the home market, and
brought back on a plate a great mound of
that will mean lower prices, irrespec- has. Just been opened for business In greenbacks anil silver.
holes.
Just liny one loaf of BISTER
N'ew York.
Perhaos it would bo
"The little girl looked at the huge mound
tive of the effect of restored competiIIKOWN
and notice the line unci close grain
longingly.
more appropriate to call It a 'hotel of " change
tion. This Is, of course, a highly
'If you please, Miss Magruder,' she said In rompurihoii with some (if the bragged
'I'll havu a jilicte uf that, too.' "
view. Hut It Is the view palace.
about kinds.
Tastes bitter, loo, mid routs
of the majority of people.
It is, to
Legal Tare.
Governor Hughes is a great attrac'..AmbassadorThe
be sure,
fine thing for the United tion, to Judge from the crowds of
itiyce, at a dinner In Urbana, no more per loaf. Why nut, then, eat
111., gave a young lady some tips on EuroHl'STKK HKOWN HltKAD?
States to command the world's market from 20,000 to 25,000 that go to the pean
travel.
In any line, but it Is a bad thing to agricultural
above
"And
said,
he
fall
lo
all,"
"don't
fairs .to listen to his tip your
cabman lilieially.
Hansoms and
PIONEER BAKERY
dnml: ale In the foreign field by rea- words.
would be cheap In London If
holding
son of lower prices while
one only paid the legal fare for them, but
207 SO. FIRST ST.
According to a cable dispatch from ho who tiles to pay the legal fare well, he
home consumers up to rates that net
more
doesn't
tr;'
onco.
it
than
the corporation from 60 to 70 per cent London a new Hamburg-America- n
"One day I siiw an old lady stop a hanliner is planned, to be bigger than som, look up al the driver and say timidly:
i yei :.
" 'Ilrlver. I want to go to l.udgate Circus.
the Lusltanla.
I sea by the book that the legal falo Is
Til San Francisco
Chronicle says
shillings.
If I give you 4 III you promise
the o.gnnlzatlon that is kicking up a
not to swear at me after ward?' "
row over the selection of a model used
Vanity.
by St. CJaudens in daslgnlng the head
Apropoi of vanity. Secretary Hoot told at
RANGES
Val
about a politician who, the day before
for tl u new coinage Is apparently
to
was
he
speeech,
a
make
a
sent
certain
of the saying that art knows
Guaranteed to Bake.
report of It to all the papers. On p.ige so appeared this paragr.ihp:
no na. tonality. In all probability the
"Hut the hour grows late, and 1 must
"Independent Americans" are barking
close. ('No, nol' 'tlo on! do on!')"
up the wrong tree. There are nine
Furniture and Crockery.
The Aged llabe.
Kiirglur In Town
chain ea out of ten that Miss Mary
W.
It. Trimmer, of Molino. Fia., snys hl name Is "bad cough." Ho
care
doesn't
CuntvnRham Is as good an American there are no happy faces in New York. Mr. for gold or silver but he will sttal your
cheerful man, health away.
he appears In your house
as th se who object to her face being Trimmer, an ' aged, healthy,
month and the arrest lilm at Ifonce with Ballard's
visitad New York last
I
In the strained, worried look of the New Yorkers
on our gold coins.
place
syrup. It may mean consumption If
and displeased liitn.
,
A cor- - f,.r
..1,1.
Vou don't.
all -t'nltc States the spelling of a name shocked live
too fast," Mr. Trimmer said to
"You
does not Indicate the nationality of a reporter. "That is your trouble, fast liv- chest trouble. oy I'iira 2r,e. 60c, and 1 per
117 COLD AVKJOJE.
i. a. u Hlelly Co;
very children have an aged air. ooiiie. Bum
the I Tson bearing It. There are de- ing. Your
L
"
Why
IF VOI! I.IVF. IN A MM ALL TO'V AMI
scendants of Dutch, German, French
He gave a fnud laugh.
IIAKO TO
KT WHAT YOC
"Did you ever hear about the New York WANT ir
and Irish In this country whose anIV FA NOV OK STAI'LK (.'KO(
No?
Then
and the christening?
I'M. WK IIAVK NKARLY ty.
WltlTK
cestors made It their home long before child
listen.
(I. I'BATT
CO.
the devolution. The fact that a man's
"There was a young coupla on the Kast LKYTIUXU. i'.
postponed the christening of their
side
name Is Ounsenhauser does not prove rirat that
NOTHK
OF
born till the, little fellow was
no Ill the District Court, rrilMCATIOV.
his granddad years old.
Hernallllo County, Terthat he Is a German;
ritory of New Mexico. No. 746.
very
course,
was.
of
"He
for
wise
In
the
three. Edward
may have ahouldered a musket
liodd and Frank It. Moore, as asHe had gotten about a lot.
In short, lie
signee of Chillies Zeiger, plaintiffs, versus
Revolutionary War. Arid even If that was a New Yorker.
Arthur
J. Mitchell and unknown claimIs
merely
a
he
the
christening.
In
of
If
morning
"And
the
were not the case.
ants of interests adverse to plalntlfts In
the hushed and crowded church, when Ihe
good citizen and devoted to his coun- clergyman
the
premises
herein ilcn'iihed, defendants.
took the
babe In his
as good as an "Independent arms and sprinkled Its small face plenti- a Kald defendants ale hereby notified that REGAL SHOES FOR MEII
try, he
suit has been commenced
against them
with water. It grimaced and splutAmerican." and If he Is born here he fully
tered and shouted up angrily in the good In the District Court of Hernallllu C ny.
Territory of New Mexico, by said plaintiffs,
has a better chance of becoming presi- priest's face:
" 'Hey. cheese it, will ye? If ye do that to establish the title of plaintiffs and quiet
dent than a member of the narrow-minde- d sgin.
fie same against the adverse claims of dehiivp jtint received c.ur first
I'll biff ye one.' "
association which Is raising a
fendants In ami to the following described
ccinslKtiment
of the
celebrated
real eslale situate In said county and terbobbery about a matter not worth
Itc'Knl she leu,
linea
the
o Heal Change.
thut
ritory limit:
.
,
Controller Men. of New fork, said the
talking about.
make good,
All of block
In the Homero addition to
other day of a .bill that he disliked:
Alhuiiiet'ciie and also a tract of land
There lire Home ntrotiR
object
"1
to
bill
It
would
every
this
because
prints
north of the Angelo Vlvlnnl Addition
The New York Herald
for their enormou
popularity,
accomplish nothing. It would make no
Albuquerque, ' 4. Un.feet long on the
hut the one t ti.it iUeU.i out ino.-i- t
Sunday morning a short sermon writ- real change. It would be like the case of to
north side. 'J!i:i
wide on the east side.
fwt
convine IiiKly Ih the
1. 1M.il
ten especially for It by some minister. the actor and the canal boat captain,
feel long on
aide and '.111."
"There was once upon a time an actor feet widn on west side, south
containing 27. acres.
From the Herald's sermon of last who, after an enforced Idleness
of two That unless said defendants enter
QUALITY OF
apSunday we t.ike the following para- months, was lucky enough to secure an en- pearance In said suit on or hsfora their
Novemgagement
In a town twenty-fiv- e
away.
miles
Hint,
ber
II,
a
Judgment
will be rendered
graph, which presents the whole of
THE REGAL SHOE
"The case was a hurry-uone. The actor against
In said cause by. default. That
very good religion in a very small had to reach the distant town that night. Hie namethem
of plaintiff's attorney Is Hummers
Itself.
Anil ItH citiiillty in bent
If ho fallid to arrive, then his part would Hurkhaii, whose
space: "A simple, buoyant, merry, he
address Is Albuquerque, N.
assigned to orne one else.
represented in theno four Hterlitig
M
"Well, the man patched his worn boots
trustful disposition will do more good
feiitureH In which It ütand
cal.)
JOHV VR.NAUI.K,
patent thread, pinned up his few beat the top.
In the world than tons of sermons, with
longings In a newspaper and set out in the Sept. 2!. 2S; Cluik Jof said IMsirb t Court.
Oct. 5. J.
wagoiilouda of supercilious critic isms, early morning on foot along the towpath.
STYLE
He had only n ,
ropiers, hence the
carloads of biting and panaslle com- train
was an Impossibility,
rnoileln which
ments. Xo one1 but God knows how
"Hut after the poor follow had covered Canned
Fruit Way Up ThurotiKhbreil
lo d Teeny young men uh well
or seven miles his boots gave out,
fur the Influence of one personality some all rose
un
less
pronounced but einmlly
on hla feet, fatigue overcame
blisters
reaches In thla world. We shall nev- hlcn and In despair he threw himself on
correct ctyle
for conservative
er realize until the day of judgment the grass beneath a tree.
he lay there In a bitter mood, a canal Dut not
"As
us.
you
We will sell
with
tho Mishow much we have damned or blessed bont huve In sight. It drew near slowly
MATERIALS
our fellow men. Therefore It Is of and an Idea aelxed Ihe actor.
sion brand. 24 pound cans of peaches, apri"
"Captain.' he shouted, rising hurriedly.
carry
we
around 'Captain, pull up, for Ihe lov. of hegwn:'
vast Importance that
The licit th.it can be bought
" Wall, wot d'ye want?' (aid the cap- cots, plums, cherries, blackberries, rtartlett
with us an atmosphere of health, not
FIT AND COMFORT
as he slopped tha boat.
ÍOr
disease; of light, not darkness; of life, tain,
" 'Csptaln.' sold the achy. 'I have to get pears or grapes at per tan
I'oidllvely
lo Quag tonight to play secobd heavy In Waller llakcr'a
it
tired by tecle uliflu
not death."
pounl can Cocoa.. . .Ü.V

GOOD

'

CASH
And Your Credit is Good,
CO., West End of the Viaduct.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

always'good.

Quanah Parker, the millionaire chief of
the Comanches, was discussing in Guthrie,
a new Indian bill.
"The bill is no good." said the chief. "It
It reminds me
would not have any effect.
of a young" French lady In Washington.
"I was dining In Washington at an ambassadors house, and this young lady was
An Italian duke
the only female guest.
wanted to tell a story, but he hesitated.,
" 'My story.' he said 'is a very good ono,
nut it Is rather low In the neck, and before
on
circular the
Automobile racing
young lady '
DRUGGISTS.
"But she laughed and Interrupted him:
tracks or those intended primarily for
" Oh. don't mind me,' bIio said. 'I'll Bhut
so
by
Alvnrndcv l'hurmacy, Oold
Proprietor
been
of
attended
racing
has
horse
my eyes. Gu on.' "
Avenue and I'irat Street.
many accidents. In different parts of
Highland Pharmacy, Corner of Kant Cen;mmI Hunting.
i
the country that the American Auto"Dr. Seward Webb," said an editor, "once tral and llroadway.
bis
t showed me over Hhelhurno farms,
splenmobile association has appointed
stocked estHte In Vermont. 1 complispecial committee to Investigate the didly
mented him c
ihe abundance of game at PARISIAN BEAUTY
PARLORS
subject and make a report on the ad- Shelburne, and he told me an appropriate
visability of granting further sanc- story. was
Fourth
a st ry about a young clubman.
"It
tions for race meetings to be held on He looked up from his mall one morning
and murmured:
fiuch tracks.
'
" 'Heastly.
Kimply beastly.'
" 'What la the matter?' some one asked.
King Solomon observed that it was
" 'Here la an invitation.' said the young
Mrs.
a wise son who knew his own father man, 'from a chap who owns 10,000 acres in Mr.
New Hampshire. Ho wants me to go wild
from which we Infer that the civil- boar
shooting there.'
ization of the Four Hundred, In Solo-mon- 'n
"Well, why don't you go?' said his THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
,
Wholesale and Retail
day, was not materially differ- friend.
g
man DEALER IN KKKSII AM) SALT MEATS
"'Ah er I don't know.'
ent from the standard recognized by hesitated.
'I cr haven't got the fine, for
Snusuge it Hpeiinlty
one thing; and er you have to find your
the same set In our own times.
the Biggest Marown boars
for another. So .perhaps I For Cattle and Hojrs is
ket Prices
Paid.
exchange huven't missed much.' "
In

an eastern
An item
tells us that the discussion of the

Mattresses, Steel'
Springs,
Upholstered-ConcheCouches,
Davenports, Etc,
Everything to furnish your
We are offering
house.
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS FOR

i

s

SPRINGS
BUTTER

Dependo on the Dork,
Asa floddard oí the American Automobile
waa recounting In Worcester
association
some of his tourlni adventures.
"One summer niornlna." he said, "the approach of a great flock of sheep obliged
me to null off tha narrow country rond. 1
halted my ear, and watched with Interest
the passage of the sheep, the Intelligent
dogs and the she:herd.
"I hnd a short talk with the shepherd
about his odd and difficult trade.
" 'Uicik here." I said, 'what do you do.
driving sheen like this on a narrow
when you meet another flock coming In the
opposite direction?'
" Well,' aald the shepherd, "ye Just drive
straight on. both of ye. and the one that
has the best dogs gets the most sheep.' "

v

FURNITURE

THE BREAD BAKER.
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Order it the next time you.
' need flour.

,
afternoon:
" 'I want every pupil who has never told
a He to hold up his hand."
"There was a doubtful pause. Two or
Then my little
three hands were raised.
friend piped out:
" Teacher, Is .It a He tf nolxidy finds It
f
out?" "

The

fast Received by the FUTRELLE FUR fí ITU RE

CLUB
HOUSE
FLOUR
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MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
are having little scraps from time to time.
Wo are pleased to know that difficulties do
nut beset us when it cornea to retaining the
good will and continued patronage of people
who entrust us with their plumbing
Tho reason for this will easily manifest Itself once you have become acquainted
with the class of work wa do. As we employ only experienced plumbers and use the
best material you can depend on getting
blah class work at all times. Estímales

$15 to $40

L'

dis-tincti-

from

ty

:

and-whi-

MKAsi itics

The Jubijee'of Count Tolstoi's lit
erary activity was marred by an at
tack on his residence at Yasnaya
Polyana, near Moscow, made by arm
ed peasants of the neighborhood, ac
cording to reports received from Mos
cow. Several peasants, it Is said, ad
vanced to within one hundred yards
of the count's house and opened fire
on It with flintlock guns and pistols,
but were driven off by the gardeners.
Although his family was much excited
by the Incident, Count Tolstoi refused
to summon the police, saying he had
no need of defense against the peasants, to whom he had devoted a whole
life of labor and love.

last nwnth. and hla conversation njaile the
i
aptaln'a latile very any. .
The lacllea continually encircled the
humori.t, and the last night on board he
prupoeed a toast In .heir honor.
" 'The ladie. he aald, rlalng hla glas
and bowing- "Tha l11c second only to the
press. In tha dissemination of news.

-

" Yesterday's downpour of rain was

might

"

from a man, whose name need not
be given, enclosing "a 'cheek "to?' stX
dollars, and saying that In the year
1886, the writer was In Old Town, totally unknown,, hick .and destitute;
that he was a cobbler and might earn
enough to take him home to his people If he only had money enough to
to
buy a little leather; he applied
Father Durante for help, and received
the sum of six dollars. After that,
nothing further was heard about ihe
matter. Father Durante himself had
forgotten all about it. and now, after
twenty-on- e
years, comes a check for
the money and an explanatory letter.
Of course the Reverend
Father Is
properly grateful to receive his long
lost six dollars, but the value of the
money is as nothing compared with
the gratifying substantiation "which
has thus been given to his abiding
faith In the Inherent honesty of mm

absent-minde-

so.Mirriuxt; ok a siiowkii.
Referring (o
which drenched
ern cities last
the Washington

lot with the party which proclaimed
that policy, and when In power shaped its tariff legislation on that line
openly. Old cries which In other
southern states had proved so potent
were cast aside by this progresteive
young' commonwealth, and live questions of the day decided according to
the Judgment of the men of substance
and calculation. Since then West Virginia has been aH reliably republican
as before It had been reliably democratic, and its development has been
wonderful.
It is to be doubted, says the Washington Star, If Mr. Davis, able and
personally worthy as he is, could "redeem" the state to the democracy.
The pride felt In 'his great success as
a man of affairs would be subordi
nated to the fear that would be felt
ah to his party In its present condl
tlon. As a matter of fact, Indeed, Mr.
Davis Is a democrat only In name and
memory. He Is not a subscriber, and
probably never will be, to the tenets
which have made Mr. Bryan the lender of the party, and have caused the
party, under that leadership, to be regarded as a menace to the prosperity
of the country.
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IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
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a to where to go for your plumbing,
let ui enlighten you. If you want a
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gu fixtures, a bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to us. Wa 6o
new work oaatlH
r aa? kind !
repair. Oar work la right and ao are
our price,

I
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STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

al

,

elrei-Mei-

"The Kill That Men Ho."

;

t

miicli'llng.

J am footsore

weary and can walk no further.
If
If we would be as careful to give and
you will assist me 1 will work my pus
the world credit for all the good It Suge."
The rupinln gave the a. tor a klmllv
develops us we are to charge It up
nod.
II the evil.
It would not seem
with
" 'Kiahl y are,' he said. 'Lead Ihe h"ss.'"
like suc h n very bail old World, after
4
,,
all. Here la a cas In point: A few
Twain la Ihe I .adir
tr
..
Rev,
duji ago Ihe
Father Durante,
Mark Twain." said a Chlcagonn,''cros..
J , of the old Town, received a letter the Aliunde Willi in. ua the Mlnueopolt

Ti--
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llakcr'a ij pound can Chocolate.

Large cans of follón Tomatoes, !
unci hitiiclrecl

for.. ..lie

of other bnrgolns nl

GASH BUYERS'
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SOr

WEAR
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tory iorvicp
from the eomblnntion of
hlKlieKt grnde nuttei lain with the
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, , ..
world.
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THE SQUARE END OF IT
your

nd of It when you deal with us In
lumber, whs'.her you want beams surfaced
one slelo or four; boards plain or bnardi
pluned, tonicued and grooved; luth, shinnies,
or what nut without knots or other definas.
If a slick ff wood In this yard Isn't first
cbess we tell you so, and churiie you only
"seconds" price If you want It at ali.
Yours for a tcpinra deal.
I

We HIO GRANDE

n , l i:
I

LVMBER. COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8
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reading
brought to the Santa ' F
roo m.
The old complaint that Albuquerque offers no attractions' of thin
kind can not be repeated this winter.

;
MILLINERY
FASHION
PRICES TO SUIT ALL

.

!

Mrs. G. S. Easterday, who formerly

:

Pay titer

iMiinit
w

made her home in Albuquerque, but
now of Watsonville, Cal., Is visiting the
family of Dr. J. S. EaBterday on North
Fourth street,

in Society
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Mrs. Samuel Livingston, wife' of a Salvation."

A. discussion of plans for
popular Santa Fe engineer, and little an Institutional church, wll be a fea-
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Mrs. Karl E. Moon of Grand Canyon, Ariz., Is visiting Mrs. J. E. Elder, daughter Jane,
left Friday even- ture of the morning's discourse.
A
124 South Arno.
ing for a visit to friends and relatives cordial welcome
Is extended to all
In Wlnslow, Ari.
strangers and people In the city wiiO'
Mr. Fred Nichols of the First Na.
to worship with us. Broadway
desire
Mrs. E. Ward Davis. of Los An- and Gold avenue, in the brick taber
tlonal bank has returned from his vacation spent with relatives in New geles, has been the guest of Mr. and nacle.
Mrs. McKinney for a f?w days, on her
York and Cincinnati.
g 4
way tp New York City, where she will ST. I'U
IS LVTHKHAX ClllHCU.'
Mr. and Mrs. Myron B. Sabln are spend the winter with her son.
Rev. K. Moscr, Ph. B.. Pastor.
moving into a pretty new cottage on
Sunday
9:30 a. m.; mornschool,
Mr. and Mis. Barney will leave ing worship with at
South Seventh Btreet, where they will
German sermon, at
bo at home to their friends after the Tuesday for an extended eastern trip. 11 a. m subject,
Chief Com
"The
middle of October.
While in New York they will visit mandment.
young
The Lutheran
A
their son, Arthur, who Is manager of people are requested
to be present at
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. B. Bulllngton one of the leading hotels of. the methe evening service at 8 p. m. "The
and son, who have been guests of tropolis.
Luther League What Is It?" will be
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Bulllngton of West
V
subject of the pastor's address.
Atlantic avenue for some time, lct for
The Woman's Relief corps gave a the
i.
to
leadinw
Catechetical
instruction
atsewing
bee
the
Saturday
afternoon
In
their home
Terra Haute. Ind.
will be given out Satur
home of Mrs. M. A. Mulligan, 410 confirmation
at 2 o'clock. The,
;
.
Dainty refresh- day afterndon
Miss Nina Otero, of Santu Fe, I the West Gold avenue.
Is located at Sixth street and
Kiiest of Mr. and Mrs. Nelll B. Field, ments were served during the after- church
avenue.
Silver
'
West Tijeras road. Miss Otero has noon and the event proved very enrecently returned from Los Angeles, joyable.
'
IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION'
where she visited during the summer.
CHURCH.
i
Wedding or Miss Mesa Homo.
l...
Early mass at 7 a m.; high mass,
Mr. C. B. Reynolds, of Chicago, a
A great many Albuquerque people
trainmaster on the Pennsylvania rail will be Interested in a wedding an- and sermon, at 9:30 a. m.; evening
road, Is spending the winter in this nouncement from the Nashville, Tenn., service and conference, at 7:30.
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
city. Mr. Reynolds Is here seeking a Banner of Thursday, September 19,
J. A. Shaw, Pastor.
much needed rest and is very much telling of the marriage of Miss Mesa
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.
delighted with the climate of New Rose, and Mr. Joseph B. O'Bryan. The
Morning subject, "Lame In Both
l", TV
Mexico.
bride received her unusual and very m.
1
His Feet." Sunday school, at 9:50 a.
A
attractive name from the fact that she m.;
Young People's meeting, at 6:30
The pupils of the High school and was born on the mesa west of Albup. m. The public is cordially Invited.
their teachers held a social In the querque. The article follows:
High school rooms Friday evening,
Musical Program.
first notable social event of the
(iames were played and lemonade, Ice fallThe
was the marriage at 6:30 o'clock 11 a. m. Anthem "Te Deum Laucream and cao were served. These Wednesday evening at Christ church
dan us" i
socials will be a feature of the High of Miss Mesa Rose and Joseph B. 7:30 p. m. Colo "Come Unto Me"
Miss Gummels. ,
school this winter.
O'Bryan. The prominence of the famg $
ilies
the two young people and their
An Interesting meeting of the Albu- own of
personal popularity, made their FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
querque Woman's club was 'held yes- marriage
Corner Fifth and Silver avenue.
an event of cordial social Interday afternoon.
Mrs. B. H. Iveá terest, and it was unusually beautiful
Hugh A. Cooper, Pastor,
gave an account of her recent trip and impressive In Its solemnization.
Services at 1 1 a. in. and 7:30 p. m.,
to New York, which proved enjoyable. me. cnurcn
Morning
decorations were eiaoor-at- conducted by - the pastor.
An excellent musical program by Mrs.
profusion of ferns and palms theme:
"The Slough of Despond;"
a
Arthur Keith was a feature of the af- being combined with graceful sprays evening Ay
Wiles
of the
"The
ternoon.
;1 be special
musitof Jackson vines, starred with myriads Devil." T
as follows:
electric lights and bouquets of at each c
The first meeting of the D. A. R. of
of
Morning.
bows
was held at the home of Mrs. R. H. white asters caught with
ar- Solo "Face to Face"
A similar
white satin ribbon.
Lester Saturday afternoon. . Mrs. Ru- rangement
Mrs. H. J. Collins
of the same lovely fall
pert F. Asplund gave an Interesting
designed the pews reserved for Anthem "Send Qut Thy Light"...
talk on the Pueblo Indians in New flowers
.
near
t . i
Gounod
friends.
families and
Mexico.
Mrs. N. E. Stevens read a theTheRlght
Rev. Thomas F. Gallon
Evening Selections.
paper on the Hopl Indians which was
was
officiant,
Bishop
of
Tennessee,
the
greatly enjoyed.
by Full Chorus "Great Is
assisted by Dr. F. F. Reese. Mr. F. A. Anthem
.. Thompson
the Lord"
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Thursday afternoon at 5 o'clock at Henkel was at wedding-marc"i
Mrs. H. J. Collins
for the Organ "The Shepherd
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his residence on South Third street, Mendelssohn's
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Rev. Dr. J. C. Rollins united in mar- processional and Lohengrin's
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Request)
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'rriage Mr. Walter H. Grant and Miss recessional.
The Sunday school meets at 9:45 a.
Emma R. Hoffhelns, both, of Bland. Night Has 'a Thousand Eyes, the Day m.: Young People's meeting, at 6:43
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"The
That
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Mr. and Mrs. Grant will return to
O'er Eden." Carter Milam, p. m. Strangers Invited.
Rland this morning where they will Breathed
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beautiful voice, sang "All
make their home.
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for You," and "O, Fair, O, Sweet and FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
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Rev. .1. C. Rollins, I). 1)., Pastor.
The bridal processional was
Miss Irene Saint, who has been vis- Holy.
The Sunday school meets at 9:43 a.
iting friends in California and Ore- led by the ushers: Dr. Lai kin Smjth,
f
f'
gon during the summer, is now in Messrs. B. Kirk Rankin, C. C. Slaugh-ter- , m. Strangers are cordially welcomed.
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t- Trabue,
H.
Martin,
Horace
Frank
worship at 11 a. m. The
Morning
Denver visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry
Mitchner. She will return to Albu- W. L. --N'lchol and Hamilton S. Wool-win- pastor will preach. Epworth League
The bride's only attendants at 6:30 p. m. All young people inquerque the last of the month with
her mother and sister Ethel, who has were two maids of honor, her sister, vited. Evening service at 7:30 p. m.
spent the summer In Kansas and Col- Miss Margaret, Rose and Miss Leonora A cordial welcome is extended to all
O'Bryan, who entered singly, followed to attend. Following Is the order of
orado.
by Master Angus McGannon, and little the day:
Miss Harriet Woolwine, daughter of
The ladies of the Triple Link
Morning Worship.
lodge ate making great prep- Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton S. Woolwine,
arations for the entertainment of the who carried the white satin prayer Organ Prelude.
They were costumed In Hymn "Come, Ye That Love the
visiting members of the Odd Fellows, cushion.
Lord."
during fair week. They are practic- white, little Miss Woolwine In a puffed
ing for an elaborate drill and program frock of white mull and lace, with a Apostles' Creed All uniting.
O'Bryan Gloria Patrl.
Mr. Lawrence
to be given on Monday evening, after blue sash.
Thirty-nint- h
Responsive Reading
which they will serve a banquet. The was his brother s best man.
Sunday.
The bride, who entered with her
costumes for the drill are unique and
cousin, Mr. Granville P. Rose, was a The Lesson,
beautiful.
charming picture of youthful grace Prayer.
The Woman's club held a very In sfrid beauty In her exquisite wedding Organ Response.
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gown
teresting meeting at its home on West
of white faille, draped with rose Offertory.
by Sin
Every
Soul
Hymn
"Come
corsage,
on
point
Gold avenue Saturday afternoon. The
lace
where there
the
Oppressed."
were alternating folds of the faille and
following program was given:
Sermon by the Pastor "The Housi
Parliamentary Drill Leader Mrs. Ray lace beneath a yoke of lilmy pointe
appllqu net. Sprays of orange blos- of
Music. ..
Roll Call
Vacation Notes soms gave a finishing touch and the Hymn "Prince of Peace Control My
Will."
tulle bridal veil was caught to her
America's First Painters . .
Mrs. Wilson dark hair by sprays of the llllles of Benediction.
Organ
Postlude.
i
com
Summer's Days by Road and Rail . . the valley. The same flowers
Evening Sen' let.
bined with maidenhair ferns, formed
The wedding of Mr. David S. Bouch- her suporb bouquet. Her only orna- Organ Prelude.
er and Miss Henrietta Williams, oc- ment was a Tiffany bracelet set with Praise Service.
curred Tuesday evening at 8:30 at the large pearls and clusters of dlarnonds, The Word.
Prayer.
home of Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Stevens, a gift from Mr. O'Bryan.
619 West Coal avenue, In the presence
The maids of honor were charm- Organ Response.
Offertory.
of a small number of Intimate friends ing In Empire costumes of soft white
of the young people. Rev. Wilson J. sil, elaborately Inset with lace, with Hymn.
March, of the Congregational church, sheafs of American Beauties caught Address by the Pastor "Three Wuys
to the Lord."
"olliclated. Mr. and Mrs. Boucher will with ribbon streamers
In the same
make their home at 416 West (Sold tint. Mrs. Solon E. Rose, the bride's Hymn.
u venue.
mother, appeared in black Canton Benediction.
crepe and lace, with a bouquet of pur Organ Postlude.
Mrs. P. F. McCanna, 617 North pie asters. The bride's grandmotner,
sur- IMrs. J. B. Childers, of Pulaski, was In
was pleasantly
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Fourth street,
prised last Sunday evening by a party black crepe, with touches of white. Corner Broadway and Coal avenue.
of friends, the occasion being Mrs. Miss Meda Mason and Mrs. H. D. Lane
r.
Ilev. VIIuii .1. Marsh.
McCunna'n birthday.
The surprised of Salt Lake City, the bride's aunt
A cordial welcome to all. Morning
hostess arose nobly to the occasion were gowned in white, the former In service at 11 o'clock.
and an enjoyable evening was spent. radium silk and lace and the latter in Organ Prelude.
Among those present were Mr. and messallne satin, combined with Irish Gloria.
Mr. George point. Mr. and Mrs. George O'Bryan Anthem "Praise the Father" ....
Mrs. Thomas McMillln,
1 :
"
j, '
Partrldgo and Miss Partridge,
Miss and Miss Martha O'Bryan of Ridge
Schwnecker
Armljo, and Mr. and Mrs. John S. Top, were among the groom's rela- Choir.
Beaven.
tives In attendance.
Offertory.
Following the ceremony, the ush- Duet Organ and Piano March ,.
Mrs. A. B. Stroup entertained
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Beethoven
their
and
urday afternoon at the third of a se- diate bridal party at Mrs.
Mrs. Lester and Mrs. Washburn.
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apartments In the Polk to cut the Organ Postlude
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by her mother, Mrs. McMillen
and wedding cake; and pledge the health Sermon by the Pastor Subject: "A
Mrs. P. (i. Cornish.
Those present
of the bride and groom In champagne.
Good Investment."
were Móndame Sid Benjamin," ' Con- Later Mrs. Rose entertained the bride
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
ner. McLaughlin, Luthy. Raymond and groom, the best man, maids of Song service and discourse by tho
Stamm, Roy McDonald. Booth. May-nar- honor and Bishop Gailor at a hand- pastor.
Subject, "A Poor
Bryan, Ackerman, Chamberlin, somely appointed dinner. The table,
Henderson, Moore, Al. Frost, which was veiled with lace, had a cen
Rice,
Rlltner, Chavez. Hahn. Misses Wetter, tral plaque of white carnations and
Salter. Wllley Betty Wllley, Menaul. ferns beneath a chandelier entwined TOOK EVERY CENT
é
with asparagus vines, and the candle
IN THE CLUB TILL
The ladles of the Woman's Christian and flowey petal shades In the silver
Temperance Union were delightfully, candlesticks were In white and green.
entertained on Friday afternoon at' The wedding gifts made an unusually An
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the home of Mrs, John Strumqulst, handsome collection, there being suCI I (Tord )nvciisut Muslim;
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thé territorial fair at the art departsilk traveling gown, braided In a who has especial cause to mourn the
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ment on the fair grounds. A musical pretty design, with hat to match. On sudden and unhappy termination of
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RICHELIEU TEAS

FALL FOOTWEAR

IN

We are showing the most
line of footwear ever shown In the
citv, at popular prices. Values in every
pair. Children's school shoes a specialty, fit and wear guaranteed.

210 West Central Avenue.

old Ave.

RECORDS FOR

CASH ONLY

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CERRILLOS LIMP,
ANTHRACITE,
Ft KNACK,
MIXED,

I;

"ill M'T,

CLEAN GAS COKE,
SMITHING COAL,

Grocery Co,

Richelieu
118 W.

'
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We Shoe and Clothe the Feet.
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i

INDIAN TEAS

Mgr.

líEON I1KKTZOG.
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THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
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Tlioiie 235.

WOOI,
KINDLING.

NATIVE

,

TROTTER, Mgr. '

FRANK

W. II, HAHII&CO

Telephone

K. I,. Owen,
in the city.

Madam"

STAGE DRIVER III

In the event that you ahiuld not re- crlve your mnrnlnu paper telephone
Telrgmph Company, flvlng
the
name anil adilre.a and the paper will
be delivered nv a apodal meaeenger.
38.

no

HEW

TELEPHONE 91.

b
STREET,

THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
D. II. CORDIKTt, Manager.
120 West Gold Ave.

MILLINERY.

EXCLUSIVE

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
GODFREY

of Corona, X. M., is

is visltin in the city.
Mrs. Samuel UwiiKston ban K'"e ,0
Wlnslow, Ari.., t.) vWU a Muter.
of
.Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Clark,
Vecas, are in Albuquerque to isit

reck and

S.
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J.W.LOGAN

Tollt Articles

Full Lino of

Illustrated Song Singer,

'

The Great

SECOND AND GOLD

The publication In the Morning
of an
Journal recently of the record 15,00(1
Arizona stage driver who drove
miles in a year, ha served to bring
out the records of half a dozen men In
New Mexico which beat the Arizona
record, and which are furnishing Home
very decidedly interesting statistics
as to the old stage lines of this country.
Yesterday Colonel W. S. Hopewell
handed to 'the Morning Journal a let
ter from J. V Orchard, formerly of
Hillsborn, but now In Woodward,
okla. Mr. Orchard modestly did not
desire his name used, but his record
as a stage driver is a most extraordinary one. and since he Is now a very
emsuccessful railroad contractor,
ploying hits of men, and his stage
driving days are over forever, his record belongs to the public. The let-

were
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Them All.

Work Guaranteed. Uniform
l'rlcei and Quick Service.

J. H. COLLINS, Proprietor.
PHONE 62L
EAST IRON AVENUE.
Give me a trial.

Hull

ASK

The

$22 to $28

s
Shoemaker and Repairer.
GREEN FRONT, 105 NORTH FIRST.

A.'J. MORELLI

w- -

L

TRIMBLE& COMPANY

LIVERr, FEEI AND LIVERY 8TABLE3
MERCHANT TAIIiOR.
Cla8 TuraooU at
,
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits Clean- Reasonable Rntei.
ed, Pressed and Repaired.
Telephone 3.
North Second Street.
105 North First Street.

All klnda of cout and wood.

Silver Arena.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.

Simon Stern
The Central Avenue Clothier.

Clarkville
Coal Yard
JOHN S. BEAVEN.

lay-of-
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ment of imported Lucca
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Olive Oil.
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GLASSWARE

CROCKERY,

FURNITURE,

STRONG BLOCK,

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBERCO

t Marquette

ilíllll)!W.

F. H. STRONG,

;
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I
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lea.

BLOCK.
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Groceries and Provisions

j

IIlty

all-wo- ol

P. Matteucci

HOTEL CRAIGE

BUSINESS MEN

Good style In clothes pays in business; people judge you by your clothes
... first. . ...
.
If you're In Hart, Schaffner &
','Marx clothes, you look like success;
; thnt's a' big step toward It.
'
fabrics; made to
Made of
' fit ail sizes of men.
Our new fall Btock Is ready for" your
Inspection.

irst-elas-

Albuauerque's Finest
European Hotel.

FOR

PICTURES

MOVING

nouvenir matinees every Tuesday and Friday.
f :
Admission.
' Matineps
10 and 20 cents. Even-iue- s,
20
and 30 cents.
10.

--

YOUR GROCER

FOR

.

In a Laughable New Act.
Espfloial

'

tí Marx

of

THE FOUR FRANKS
EDISON

Proprietor.

Cían
,

Hart ochaffher

The Dancer and Concertina Specialist.

I

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,
Flint

Copyright 1907 by

BILLY BEHAN

Everything carefully sterilized.
sell the Liquid Head Rest.

TRT

.

Ventriloquist.

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,
105 North First Street.

FT PAGEL,

.,

VERVALIN

STRICTLY SANITARY

visitor in the city yesterday from
Han Marcial.
Lieutenant 1! 11. in charge of the
local recruiting station, left yesterday
for Santa Fe.
l'hili Ziiniiier and Fred Vornlck.
of New Orleans, w ere visitors In the
citv yesterday.
j V. Lord and F. Miller, of
thate. X. M.. spent yesterday in Albuquerque visiting friends.
The Traction company yesterday
started to raise its tracks at Fighth
sti'-e- t
and Central avenue.
Mrs. J. P. McMurray, of La Junta,
h it fur her home yesterday after a
visit here to Mrs. J. Hesseri.
Contractor Sykes returned yesterday from Santa Fe. where he completed some work done in the capital ter follows:
'
Woodward, Okla.. Sept. 16.
city.
Ü.
Hopewell, Albuquerque,
The Odd Fellows will hold an in- Mr.X. XV.M.:
teresting business meeting this mornDear Friend: Inclosed Is a clipping
ing in their hall on South Second
that I cut frum'the Morning Journal
street.
of the 14th Inst. These chaps think
K. L Medler. assistant federal disdriving. If you
trict attorney, left last nlnht on the they have done some two
years after
Chicago limited for a visit In the east remember the first I
had to go to
times got hard and
of ten days.
years
lanería Sanchez and Manuel llareta, driving myself, I drove twoKingston
of lí.ini nos de Atrisi o, were yesterday straight clean through to Counting
a trip.
eraiited a maniaKc license by A. E. without missingu trip,
I drove 4 2,800
sixty miles to
Walker, probate clerk.
f.
Hill llubard
Dr. Marion lines, chief Inspector of miles without a
27,000
the federal bureau of animal industry, drove fifteen months,f, making
of a single
is transaftii.s official business in the miles, without a
day.
lie drove 4B.S00 mile." with a
northern part of the territory.
of eight days at the end of
James .Mai tin and ííeorge F. Drunk lay-oappeared on the police court inounr-er- s' fifteen months.
Please call the attention of the edbench esterday morning, receivthe
ing the customary sentence of five itor of the Morning Journal anyto long
fact thai he never heard of
days fur ilrunkenni ss.
man was 1.000 days
j. C. Miller, of Soda Springs, Idaho, driving. This15,11101
miles, and thinks
yesterday driving his
Alhuqii rque
In
arrived
an
with two cars of blooded sheep, which it was gi lug some. We nevera had
train,
he will exhibit at the fair during the accident and never missed
l't Kingston tit 4:30 a. in. and
and
w ool ujrowers
convention.
twenty minutes
rHiff 1'erlerl.). At'ip.ijo ,'ltld wife. had only a margin of
train's
Meveis. Thomas llubbell, If. between our arrival and thetraveling
.mod
Thousands of
" Iiuppe
and wife. Jack Sttassner and departure.
can vouch for this.
others went to Socorro yesterday men
This man Hawkins boasts that he
morning on the special train.
hurt,
Yesterday was the ciiiartcrly pay had a few runaways, but nobody
In the counday of the Albuquerque fire depart- We drove the best stock
runaway.
a
ment, for feed and other merchandise try and never had even
purchased during the quarter ending We hauled more stuff in a week than
September Hoth. The aggregate sum he did in a month, and never lost any- - j
thing. Yours truly,
paid out amounts to J16".
J. XV. OltCHATt D.
The marriage is announced for Friday morning. October 4th, of Miss
TT.
Teresa Martinez, daughter "f Mr. and
bart-lynu
KfttlnK around by the
to Mr. F. M. AidAreof cruti Jiint
Mrs. Juan Martinez,
hea or a cane? Vnlc.a you have
Si hmltt, the ceremony to occur at
tout a llmh or have a deformity If your
o'clock In the morning at St. Francis tanta Snow I.lnlmi-ri- t anil In no time you
M.
N.
Joint., or anything of like nature uae
In
doblen,
church
rhouinattxm, hminajfn, sprain, atlfT
Mrs. Ma Hooper, of San Francisco,
throw away 'your rrutchpa anil be a
Cal., a niece of the late lreilent can
anyone,
a.
well
filen l!Dc, DOc and 11.00.
William Mi Klnley, passed through Holil by J. II. o'lMelly
Co.
Albuquerque Friday night on the Chicago limited en route to Canton, Ohio,
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